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"OUR INTENTION is to be at the next 6809 Show with a 128K Dragon 
running hard disks and Flex." 

Fighting words from Ted Oprychal - but what do they really mean for 
the Dragon owner? 

If he can do it, then it means the Dragon is back with a vengeance. 
What's more, Eurohard seem to be committed to producing a 128K 

Dragon too - though they don't seem too sure whether it should be 6809 
or 68000. 

Add to this Compusense's commitment to a hard disk interface, floppy 
disk drives from Race and Radofin, new disk formats from Eurohard, the 
so called Dragon MSX machine, and sundry developments from indepen
dent companies, and the Dragon's future begins to take on a rosier hue. 

But, at the risk of repeating something that has been said before in this 
column, is this what the ordinary Dragon user wants? 

If it means that the Dragon 32 is relegated to the cupboard, then there 
certainly are a lot of Dragon User readers who won 't like it. 

Then again, if it means the continued development of new Dragon 
machines, compatible with the existing ones, then there are just.as many 
readers who will be all in favour of it. 

Perhaps the single word 'compatibility' is the most important. 
Eurohard should take a lesson from Atari and Commodore - the C128 

runs Commodore 64 software, giving it thousands of programs even 
before its launch, and the 130XE runs Atari 800XL 800 and 400 software. 

If a 128K Dragon is produced, then it has to use at least some of the 
existing software for the Dragon 32 or 64. 

There must be a Dragon 128 - it is the logical next step in the evolution 
of the Dragon family of micros. But it should be a progression, not a break 
with the past. 
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FLEX OPERATING SYSTEM with Editor/Assembler and DISK BASIC £99.99 
for DRAGON DOS, DELTA DOS- now available for DRAGON COMPATIBLE CUMANA DOS 

***Limited Offer- SAVE £10 *** 

*** Buy FLEX and a Disk Drive System before end September 85 *** 

CUMANA DISK DRIVES for the DRAGON 32/64 

with Double Density DRAGON COMPATIBLE CUMANA DOS Controller 

**** FREE WABASH DISKETTE WITH EVERY DISK DRIVE SYSTEM **** 

System 1: Single Sided 40 Track (DS250 single) £179.95 System 4: Twin Single Sided 40 Track (DD500 dual) £269.95 
System 2: Double Sided 40 Track (DS500 single) £209.95 System 5: Twin Double Sided 40 Track (DD1000 dual) £325.95 
System 3: Double Sided 80 Track (DS1000 single) £224.95 System 6: Twin Double Sided 80 Track (DD2000 dual) £354.95 

OS-9 BUSINESS SOFTWARE for the DRAGON 

Volume 1: INVOICING/STOCK RECORDING £120.00 

Volume 2: SALES LEDGER/PURCHASE LEDGER/CUSTOMER FILE (LABELLING) £120.00 


Volume 1 and Volume 2 only £199.95 


Professionally written integrated business packages for the small to medium-sized trader. Comprehensive facilities - ask for more details 

RS232 + 1/0 EPROM SIDEWAYS ROM EXPANSION 
INTERFACE PROGRAMMER £45.00 SYSTEM 
£63.00 £78.00 £148.00 

Holds machine code and BASIC 

High performance expansion for Turn your DRAGON into an Many serious users of the 
programs in FOUR BANKS of 


the DRAGON with: intelligent EPROM Programmer DRAGON have found it 
EPROM. Eliminates the need for 
e SERIAL RS232 INTERFACE just by plugging into the convenient to have only one tape cassette or disks for special 

applications. Three of the banks (using the 6551 chip) with expansion port. This expansion port - NOW YOU 
software selectable baud Programmer is totally software CAN HAVE FOUR - and select hold up to 14K bytes and the 

rates from 50 to 19,200 bits controlled and allows BASIC any one by software. fourth holds 16K bytes and is 


per second. functions to be used and BASIC 
 compatible with existing 
e 1/0 INTERFACE with two 8- programs to be run to created This expansion system supports DRAGON software cartridges. 

bit input/output ports, two data to be put into EPROM. All most commercially available 
Extra BASIC commands allow interval timers, four control the EPROM Programming cartridges and contains its own 

lines and one functions are selected from a power supply- so will not you to: 
synchronous/asynchronous MENU: SELECT BANK, LOAD overload the DRAGON. 
shift register - all provided BASIC PROGRAM, RUN Cartridges may be even be 
by the 6522 VIA (Versatile VERIFY, LOAD, MACHINE CODE changed without having to 
Interface Adaptor). PROGRAM, EMPTY PROGRAM IN ROM, switch the DRAGON off. 

• 	 With built in extensions to CHECK, PREPARE A BASIC 
BASIC in ROM to allow the EXAMINE/CHANGE PROGRAM FOR BLOWING Includes examples and hints on 
functions to be used BUFFER, CLEAR, FILL INTO EPROM (REQUIRES how to use different types of 
conveniently from BASIC BUFFER, LIST TO EPROM PROGRAMMER). cartridge in combination . For 
programs without SCREEN/PRINTER, SET example: copying programs Accepts 2716, 2515, 2732, PEEKing/POKEing: ADDRESS LIMITS, LOAD 	 between DRAGON DOS and 2732A,2532,2764,2764A,
Set the BAUD rate FROM MEMORY, SELECT 	 DEL TA DOS, transferring a 27128, 27128A EPROMS (not 
SAVE/LOAD programs EPROM TYPE, MOVE 	 program from disk to EPROM tri-supply types) . (BASIC and MACHINE MEMORY, EXIT TO BASIC 	 Programmer for use in the EPROMS not included. CODE) via the RS232 SIDEWAYS ROM CARTRIDGE, 
Input/Output Data to the EPROM types supported are: loading a program from RS232 
RS232 and VIA Ports 2758, 2716,2732,2732A,2764, and saving to disk or EPROM. DRAGON 64 Run the DRAGON as a 2764A, 27128, 27128A,27256, 

terminal 2508, 2516, 2532 (single rail MODEM CABLE Easy to use with Compusense 

Use a terminal instead of the only). Fast intelligent £13.50 FLEX. 

DRAGON keyboard and programming algorithm is OS-9 users please enquire. 

screen. available for the Connects the DRAGON 64 to a 


2764/27128/27256. modem. 7-pin DIN plug at one end MODEM CABLE for use 
- standard 26 way D connector DRAGON 32/64 DUST COVERwith RS232 INTERFACE 

You can exit to BASIC (eg to (male) plug at the other. £2.99 inc postage and packing£19.50 
load/save programs) and then 
return to the menu. ANSWERCALL GET YOUR NAME ON OUR MAILING LIST

MM100/UK PROTOTYPING 	 FOR OUR NEW FREE CATALOGUE
.MINI MODEM BOARD
£75.00 

Tin edge connector £7.00 FAST MAIL ORDER SERVICE 
British Telecom (BABT) approved gold edge connector £9 .00 
CCITT V21 modem for use at 	 01-882 0681 

Pre-drilled , ready for soldering 
speeds up to 300 bps full duplex with convenient power and earth EXPORT AND DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 
with standard RS232-C interface. rails. 
Ideal for most systems, eg PRICES INCLUDE VAT 

electronic mailbox, bulletin 

boards, PSS . . . etc. Simple 
 PROTOTYPING BOARD (1 COMPUSENSEoperation - manual dialing and PLASTIC CASE 
selection of originate or answer 

£3.00mode. Carrier detect and power 

on indicators. Comes complete COMPUSENSE LTD. 

with mains power adaptor, new PO Box 169, 286D Green Lanes, 


i:f.i·13' ,\1J-\. ;,4 Jstyle telephone plug and two-way London N 13 5XA 

adaptor for new-style telephone 

VISA 
 ~ Tel: 01-882 0681 /6936 1$Mlii!iii!!iisocket. Excellent value for money. Telex: 8813271 GECOMSG 
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This is the chance to air your views - send your tips, compliments and complaints to Letters 
Page, Dragon User, 12-13 Little Newport Street, London WC2H 7PP. Letters 

Fantasy 
Fight 
IN REPLY to Mr Vine's letter in 
the June issue of Dragon 
User, I have found a way to 
increase your lives when play
ing the game Fantasy Fight by 
Cable Software. I have also 
found the memory location for 
the 35 screens and also the 
respect'ive weapons and 
spells. The memory locations 
are as follows: 
MEMORY LOCATION USE 
&H60C7...The number of the 

screen on which 
you start. 

&H60D6.. . The number of lives 
that you start with. 

&H473D.. .Red keys. 
&H473E ... Blue keys. 
&H473F.. . Bow. 
&H4740 ...Green keys. 
&H4741 ... Shield spells. 
&H4742...Lightning bolts. 
&H4743 ... Sword. 
&H4744.. . Mace. 
&H4745.. . lce rays. 
&H4746... Fire rays. 
&H4747... Emerald rays. 
&H4748.. .Wall spells. 
&H1 E50 ... Arrows. 

To use these locations first 
load the program and press 
reset. To gain extra lives type 
POKE &H60D6, plus the num
ber you require , and poke 
&H60C7, plus the number of 
the screen you wish to start 
on . However , on some 
screens your starting position 
is directly in the middle of a 
block, so be careful when us
ing · this location. Then type 
EXEC&H60B4, and the game 
should run. Pressing reset 
here performs a warm start 
instead of a cold start, so 
EXEC only is required a 
second time around. 

To use the locations for the 
different spells and so on 
some poking of the program 
must be done, as the program 
has a routine which clears 
most of these locations en 
masse. First , load the prog
ram and press reset as before, 
then type in the following 
statements , without a line 
number. 
FORl=&H6CilDD TO &H6Cil 
DF:POKEl ,&H12 :NEXTI 
FORl=&H6CilE3 TO &H6Cil 
EE:POKEl,&H12:NEXTI 

I would recommend that you 
save the program at this point , 
to give you a changed copy for 
future use, to do so type: 

CSAVEM" FANTASY", 
&H1 E50,&H7E5B,&H608E 

Then you can use the loca
tions. As before, poke the 
location with the number you 
require. 

Before you start , some 
words of warning. When using 
the above locations, make 
sure that the value does not 
exceed 127 at any point in the 
game, as otherwise the spell 
or weapon becomes useless. 
It is also advisable to only 
poke the value 1 into the 
locations that refer to the 
sword , mace and bow. Also, 
make sure that the value you 
poke into the location &H6006 
is pretty small , (say < &H40) , 
as otherwise the program 
crashes for some unknown 
reason . 

Adam Caw 
24 Farmington Road 

Ben hall 
Cheltenham 

Glos GL51 6A T 

Printer 
Control 
HAVING just read your review 
of Printer Control in the Au
gust issue I feel I must correct 
one important point. 

The version of the program 
supplied to your reviewer was 
only compatible with the 
Epsom 8-bit graphics type of 
printer. This version was sup
plied because this is the most 
common . However, there are 
versions for other printers. If a 
customer does not state his 
printer type when ordering I 
ask him for it before despatch
ing the goods in order to en
sure he gets a compatible 
version. 

I have versions of the prog
ram which drive the 8 pin , 7 
data bit types and the 7 pin, 7 
data bits wrong way round 
types. I've even printed a pic
ture with a version driving a 
serial printer, 6 data bits, with 
an interface plugged into the 
cartridge port! 

There is also a version 
which drives a daisywheel 
typewriter or printer . The 
daisywheel cannot produce 
the graphics but it still gives 
text positioning , underline and 
access to special characters. 

Any reader has only to ask 
- I will gladly advise. 

William MacGowan 
MacGowan Consultants 

Data? 

IN YOUR editorial in the June 
Dragon User on the increasing 
scarcity of Dragon software 
you comment on the need for 
a chain of repair agents. That 
is commendable, and perhaps 
Compusence, the Dragon im
porters will do so. There is 
another aspect of the servic
ing of Dragons that seems to 
have had little attention, or 
none at all : servicing data, test 
figures and circuit diagrams 
are most difficult even im
possible, to acquire . Un
doubtedly your readership in
cludes very many users com
petent to do their own servic
ing, and I would like to suggest 
that you publish a series of 
articles and circuit diagrams to 
help them and to interest 
others. 

John A. Young 
Shetland Isles 

Not so 
Super? 
l'D VERY much like to hear of 
other readers' experience with 
the Super Writer II word pro
cessing program. On paper, 
this is streets ahead of any 
home computer WP program I 
have used or examined. In 
practice, I have found mine 
almost unusable because it 
crashes with awful regularity, 
despite willing help from Dra
gon Data in the past, and 
Touchmaster more recently. 

It has been suggested to me 
that ROM based programs are 
more prone to crashes than 
RAM based ones (ie on tape 
or disc), though I can't see . 
why. Indeed , what is the 
BASIC interpreter if not a 
ROM program, and it's per
fectly reliable, as indeed is my 
Dragon 32 in any other ap
plication. It has also been 
suggested that the program is 
rather sensitive to mains vol
tage troughs (spike eliminat
ing plugs apparently only pro
tect against voltage crests) . If 
there is anything in this, does 
anybody know of a gadget to 
protect against mains voltage 
dips? 

A further suggestion is that 
there may be a fault in the 
cartridge connections in my 

computer, which I can 't refute 
as Super Writer II is the only 
cartridge program I have ever 
used. 

Ruben Hadekel 
4 Lalor Street 

London SW6 5SR 

Mnemonic 
MANY THANKS, Peter Davis, 
of Doncaster, for alerting me 
to the fact that my Disassemb
ler (June issue) contains an 
incorrect mnemonic. The hex 
op-code 90 disassembles as 
LOX instead of.the SUBA that 
it should be. To correct this, 
load the program into memory 
and apply the following four 
POKES to the load 
address+2537 onwards and 
re-save the corrected version. 
For example, if your version 
loads at 12001 as per the 
original listing: 
CLOADM"DIS12001" 
POKE 14538,83 
POKE 14539,85 
POKE 14540,66 
POKE 14541 ,65 
CSAVEM"DIS12CilCil 1'', 12Cil0 
1,15210,12001 

My apologies for not spot
ting this many moons ago 
when I first compiled this 
table. 

Pam D'Arcy 
21 Wycombe Lane 

Woobum Green 
High Wycombe 

Bucks HP10 OHO 

Jigsaw 
Having read your review of 
Jigsaw from Vidipix, I feel that 
I must put finger to keyboard 
and express my disagreement 
at your conclusions. I purch
ased Jigsaw at the last 6809 
show and have had many 
happy hours trying to com
plete the puzzles provided 
with the game. 

I agree that the idea of a 
jigsaw on a computer seems 
unworkable, but the author 
has produced a very enjoy
able game at a very reason
able price. Although Jigsaws 
are not everybody's cup of 
tea, I am sure there are many 
people who prefer them to the 
arcade games we have be
come used to. 

Roy Coates 
25 Clevely Road 

Calderstones 
Liverpoo/L i 8 9UN 
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If you have any new products for the Dragon - software or hardware 
ring the News Desk on 01-437 4343 News desk 

Eurohard - plans ahead 

EUROHARD'S Chief of De
velopment Equipment, Jordi 
Martinez, was on a working 
holiday in London last month. 
Between visiting various com
panies working on Dragon 
hard and software , he found 
time to drop into the Dragon 
User offices. 

"The next machine to be 
launched by Eurohard, " Jordi 
said, "will be a Spanish Dra
gon - this will be the Dragon 
200. There will also be a Dra
gon 200-E, with possibly a 
piggyback board with an 80 
column card built in. " 

Eurohard is also planning 
the next stage on in the de
velopment of the Dragon 
"the new machine may be a 
Dragon with 128K. It may use 
the 6809, or the 68000 - we 
have not yet begun the prog 

ram of development," Jordi 
stated. 

On the firmware front , Euro
hard has written a new Dragon· 
DOS. " It's a little slower than 
the old DOS, because we 
have added a verification 
routine," he said. 

"The new Dragon DOS is in 
production now. We may be 
changing or upgrading the 
EPROMs on old machines , 
but no final decision has been 
made on that yet. " 

Eurohard is also marketing 
new versions of the Dragon 
disk drive. " We have double 
sided 80 tracks, double sided 
40 tracks , and a single sided 
40 tracks - that's three diffe
rent types. We will be staying 
with 5" disks for the time 
being , but we may go for 
different formats in future. " 

Jordi also said that Euro
hard has been selling a con
siderable amount of business 
software in Spain and in 
Europe. 

He is worried, however, that 
Dragon users in the UK 
appear to be losing patience 
with Eurohard. " Eurohard is 
trying to get the most for the 
Dragon , but it takes time to 
develop new systems. When 
the development is finished , 
there will be new machines on 
the market. " 

In the meantime, people 
who have technical queries 
can contact Jordi at Eurohard 
in Spain . Write to Senor Jordi 
Pale! Martinez , Jefe del 
Equipo de Desarrollo, Euro
hard SA, Ctra. Sevilla-Gij6n , 
Km. 202, Casar de Caceres, 
Caceres, Spain. 

~DRAGON 200 - E 


Eddysteadygo! 

EDDY, the hero of Incentive centive Software , 54 London 
Software 's Backtrack, has Street, Reading RG1 4SO. 
been busy recently. 

First of all there was the 
final of the Backtrack competi
tion. For all of you who have 
never seen the game, it in
volves helping Eddy to escape 
from various mazes. Those 
who managed to reach the 
final screen were eligible to 
enter a competition - the five 
best slogans for Incentive got 
their inventors a chance to 
fight it out for a Cumana 5" 
Disk Drive. 

The eventual winner was 
Barry Ward, of Wokingham , 
Berkshire. He completed the 
first two parts of Backtrack in 
eight minutes and nine 
seconds - a scant 22 
seconds in front of his nearest 
rival. 

Eddy will be making a 
comeback in Incentive's next 
Dragon game, Eddy Steady 
Go!This is a 21 screen arcade 
game, with over 60 levels of 
difficulty. It features moving 
platforms, falling objects , las
ers, lifts and see saws. 

Eddy Steady Go! will be 
released at the beginning of 
October, at £6.95. Contact In-

Barry Ward 

Dumper 

MACGOWAN Consultants , 
which recently released Prin
ter Control for the Dragon , has 
a new program - Dumper. 

Dumper will dump screens 
to printer, and is a machine 
code relocatable program 
which users can incorporate 
into their own basic or 
machine code programs , 
whether on tape or disk. Dum
per gives the user the facility 
to specify what part of the 
screen desired, and how large 
the printout is to be. 

Like Printer Control, Dum
per is available for just about 
any printer - MacGowan will 
configure the program for 
each purchaser 's require
ments. 

Dumper costs £5.00 plus 
50p postage and packing , 
from MacGowan Consultants, 
6 Arnhem Drive, Caythorpe, 
Nr Grantham, Lines NG32 
3DO. 
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Coding the words 

Peter Whittaker with a machine code word 

processor for your Dragon 

IF YOU have a printer to go with your 
Dragon, then it is likely that you have 
already started to experiment with the 
potential of your Dragon to edit text for 
you. As I have to write a lot of essays at 
college, I have written this wordprocessor 
program to make the task of essay writing 
much easier. The main program is confi
gured to run with the Dragon Disk system 
connected, but by entering the 'Patch', the 
program can be altered to work with a tape 
recorder instead. The program resides 
from &H1014 to &H1 FER, so if it is run 
without disks, then you must PCLEAR5 
before loading and EXECing the program. 
(If run with disks, then the PCLEAR4 
carried out at cold start will protect the 
program.) Two strong advantages of this 
program are that all the keys will now 
auto-repeat, and that the text is printed in 
green on a black background , 

'MENU' Screen 
When the program is first EXECed, it will 

display the MENU screen. This gives 
access to the save, load, print, and input 
text routines. Pressing zero < 0> calls the 
'EDITOR' screen (see below) . Pressing 

<1 > will print out, at a readable rate, 
everything so far typed into the computer. 
If the < ENTER> key is held down the 
listing will pause until the key is released . 
When the end of the text is reached, the 
program will automatically go into the text 
input mode. Pressing either of the vertical 
arrow keys with the shift also depressed 
will return to one of the MENU/EDITOR 
screens. (UP arrow for MENU. Down 
arrow for EDITOR.) Pressing the < 2> 
whilst the MENU screen is displayed will 
put the program straight into text input 
mode, having first printed the last page of 
text entered. 

Pressing the < 3> will send the text to 
the printer. The program is set up for an 80 
column printer, and will print out a 1O 
character margin, and 70 characters of 
text. If a word would be split at the end of a 
line, the program will hold it over for the 
start of the next line. If you are using a 
Seikosha printer, then it is possible to mix 
double and standard width print on a line. 
The program is also set up to print 56 lines 
of text, before printing 1 Oblanks to pass on 
to the next sheet. Once the text has all 
been printed , the program returns to the 
MENU screen. 

Pressing < 4> or <5> will call the text 
save and text load routines. It is important 
to ensure that the cassette recorder or disk 
drive is ready for use BEFORE entering 
the name of the file to be loaded or saved. 
File names must be eight characters long. 
After saving text, the program returns to 
the MENU screen , but after loading new 
text, the program will print it out to the 
screen to be read. 

'EDITOR' Screen 
This blue/green screen is easily disting

uished from the bright yellow of the MENU . 
screen. Pressing < 0> will return to the 
MENU screen . The functions called from 
this screen involve moving a cursor 
through the text, to select the points at 
which the editing is to be done. This cursor 
will remember its previous position in the 
text each time it is used. The cursor will 
remain in the centre of the screen at all 
times, and the text will scroll underneath it , 
being directed by the arrow keys. A mes
sage is continuously displayed at the top of 
the screen to remind you just which of the 
editor functions you have called, and a 
similar message at the bottom of the 
screen displays the ASCII code and CHA$ 
of the character under the cursor. The up 
and down arrows move the text up or down 
one line at a time, whilst the left and right 
arrows move the text one character to the 
side. If the arrow keys are used with the 
shift key depressed, then the vertical 
arrows move the cursor to the start or end 
of text, and the left and right arrows find 

4502 : ·• l·..IC•FP.:C•PRC•C ·· <DISC> MEMORY DUMP.
BY PETER WHITTAKER 

41. :1.6 :2455000801010000= 131 43.:.1.121 :2C038E2454A6848C= 795 
:4124 :00000000245403E8= :;:55 .:.t:34f.: 101427078D1DA9A6= 63~ 

4132 : 245400000C200000= 164 .:.t:356 :8020F21609C72053= 747 
4:1.40 : 00008E24548F1014= 489 4::::64 :5749544348205052= 577 
4 :L 4E: =8F1020CC0000ED84f Ell2 .:.l372 :494E544552204F4E= 575 
41.56 :870149200B8E0400= 446 ·~l ::::: :=:: 121 :20414E44203C454E= 4e:2 
4164 =A7808C060025F939= 7:::4 4:::188 =5445523E0020504C= 485 
4172 :86938DF18E04488F= 1072 4~~96 =4541534520574149= 543 
4180 =00888E1E0C8D90E5= 882 4404 =5420202054455854= 51 ::; 
4188 =8E04808F00888E1E= 773 44~.2 =204245494E472050= 501 
4196 : 1DBD90E58E05808F= 1057 44~:'.IZI : 52494E544544007F= 5El1 
421214 =00888E1EBABD90E5= 1.IZ156 442Ei : 102086DF8D10418E= 830 
.:.i21 :;:~ =808006810027F981= E!69 4436 :04E28F00888El10A= 7~'.6 
.:.t221?.1 =31271E8132275C81= 557 4444 :BD90E58DA0EA8E04= 1291. 
a::~228 =33102700C2813410= 497 4.:.i5~'. =E08F00888E11298D= 940 
4236 =2702238135102702= 3.15 '4460 :90E586018710188E= 873 
4:?44 : 6D8130102702FE20= 629 4468 =24548F101AF61017= 638 
4252 =D78E10144FA78486= 95:3 4476 :861018871019A680= 74121 
426121 = 808D10418E04008F~ 735 .:.t,:.i:::.4 :81 0E10270089810F= 527 
4268 :00888E2454301FA6= 643 4492 : 1027008881001027= 439 
.:.1.C~76 =80A6842723108E18= 685 451ZllZI =002EF810198C1014= 562; 
4284 :58313F26FC8D1.DA9= 877 4508 =2E26C1 4E25E0A682= 912 
4292; :8D18A38D8006815F= 923 <:l.5:1.6 : 8120271C81212716= 451 

:430121 1027FF7C81581027= 709 452:4 :812C2712812D270E= 457 
.:.i::,=:;1218 =02C3810D27EA20D7= 859 ,q.5::::~: =812E270A81382706= 457 
4316 : 1609F286808D1041= 805 454121 =813A270220E03001= 5~::::1 
4324 :8E04008F00888E10= 679 ~L548 : 8F 101CBE101A860F= 616 

:4332 · 143089FE0C8C2454= 731. 14556 =80800F8620F61017= 7Ei:3 
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the start of either the next or the last 
paragraph (CHR$(13) - linefeed). 

Pressing < 1 > calls the 'Delete' text 
routine. Move the text under the cursor 
until it is over the first of the letters which 
are to be deleted. Press the < ENTER> 
key to mark the spot ; this will be acknow
ledged by a 'BEEP'. Move the text again , 
until the cursor is one character past the 
last letter to be deleted , and press 
< Enter> again . Once the text has been 
deleted the program will return to the 
EDITOR screen. (If you imagine the prog
ram to be cutting real text out of a sheet of 
real paper, then the scissors would cut 
along the lefthand edge of the cursor each 
time the < Enter> is pressed .) Once text 
has been deleted, it cannot be retrieved. 

Pressing < 2> enters the Insert Text 
mode. Once again the cursor must be 
positioned over the text by pressing the 
arrow keys, and then pressing < Enter> to 
mark the spot. Inserted text will begin from 
where the cursor is in the text, and the 
character under the cursor will come after 
the inserted text. When the < Enter> is 
pressed , the screen will clear to black, and 
text can then be typed in . When the 
< Break> key is pressed, the text will be 
inserted into the main body of print, and 
the program will return to the EDITOR 
screen. 

Pressing < 3> calls the Move Text 
routine. This is a combination of the two 
previous routines . First the cursor is posi
tioned to delete a block of text , and once 
this has been removed the cursor is 

10 ' HE X LOADER FOR 'WORDPROC" MEMOR 
Y DUMP. BY PETER WHITTAKER 

?121 I t·.JF'UT" START ADDF.'.ES::; II .: STRFH 
30 I t·.JF'UT II FI t·.J I SH RC1DRESS II .: FI t·~ I !3H 
40 FOR N=STRRT TO FINISH STEP 8 
5121 PF.: I tH t·.J .: " : .:II 

60 TT=0 =INF'UT A$ =Z=0 
70 FOR M=l TO LEN(R$) STEP2 
:3f:::I l._=\•'l=t!J II f~ : H JI +MI 0$( A$" M" 2) ) 
90 TT=TT+l=POKEN+Z,L 
100 Z=Z+ 1 : t ·4E~<:T M 
1 10 F'RitHJI ·- JI .. 
:I. 2'.121 I t..JF'UT T 
:I. 3 0 I F T< >TT THEt·~ F'RHH 11 E·r1""· i:1r· ·- Et..JT 

E.F'. LI t·4E RGA I t·4JI : GOT050 
14121 t·~ E::-::T t·4 

repositioned to reinsert the block in its new 
position. Blocks of up to a thousand 
characters can be moved around using 
this routine. Pressing < 4> calls the Text 
Copy routine which performs a similar 
function , but does not delete the text 
before copying it to some other part of the 
essay. 

Pressing < 6> calls the Type Over 
routine , which enables the correction of 
simple spelling mistakes. The program will 
as usual display a screen full of text, with 
the cursor at its centre and as before the 
text can be moved by pressing the arrow 
keys. Pressing any other key will change 
the character under the cursor for that of 
the key pressed. Pressing < Break> will 

exit the routine, and return to the EDITOR 
screen . 

The Search and Swap routine is called 
by pressing the < 7>. This will then prompt 
you for a word to be searched for. Answer 
this by entering the incorrectly spelt word, 
and finish with the < Break>. Then enter 
the correct spelling of the word , and finish 
this also with the <Break>. The program 
will then swap all occurences of the first 
word for the second. Be carefull , however, 
for the program is quite happy to make 
some terrible blunders. For example, if you 
search for 'author' and swap for 'writer' the 
program will also change 'authority' to 
'writerity'. The only limitation with this 
function is that it will not swap words of 

4564 =BD8 00F5A26FA8610= 908 4812 =9EA63410308CAE9F= 913 
4572 =1881022707860F8D= 539 4820 =A686841CFEBD868C= 1257 
4580 :800 F200586 0EBD80= 645 4828 =308C8E9FA6A6841C= 1029 
45 88 =0FA6808 10D271CBD= 707 4836 :FE8DD53F35109FA6= 11 13 
4596 : 800F810E2759810F= 558 4844 :351016FD5800DC22= 689 
4604 :275C8C101C25EA8 1= 763 4 8 52 :46 494C454E414D45= 577 
4612 =202708A68481202C= i::L;~i5f?.'.I =2E42494E220086D4= 643 
<j. 6 2'.(:'.I =023001BF101A8 60D= 4 ::::1 42:68 =BD10418E04E28F00= 833 

=BD800FB6102DBB01 = ~~876 =888E12618D90E510= 971 
:4A87102D81382515= 56 :1. 4884· :8E:l.2F4BD133C9EA6= 996 

4644 =860DBD800F86102D= 7 22 ~~ 89 2~ =34103 08CD29FA6R6= 957 
465 2 
4660 
4668 

: 8801 4 A87102D8142= 701 
=25EE7F102 D8C1014= 687 
= 1025FF391~FE~986= 784 

..'+ '.? fZ!121 

,::J. ::~-1 121 r:: 
t.J. 916 

: 841CFE8DD4A73510= 
=9FA68E0652FC0654= 
=30888F101416FD61= 

1051 
945 
786 

4676 =0287101916FF3786= 692 l~i.::31 :? .:+ =8E05058F00888E0C= 633 
4684 =0187101916FF2FC6= 747 =2 0C60886208D800C= 733 
4692 =02F7101820A4C601= 684 4940 =A7805A26F88E0505= 823 
4700 =F71018209D20494E= 659 494E: =8F00885F8E0C208D= 797 
4708 :534552~420444953= 574 =80062 7F881082610= 615 
4716 :43202620454E5445= 469 4964 : C1002 7F38D800C86= 938 
4724 =522046494C45204E= 512 4~~7~~ =2 0A784301F5A20E7= 763 
4732 =414D45008E204144= 518 498121 =810D2714C1082~DF= 664 
4740 =CBFF8C2834313136= 842 ~is;::;::;; =81 0 327DB8 10C2 7D7= 
4748 =29C5323536C3FF8C= 985 , :~.'.~96 =8D800CA7805C20CF= 955 
4756 :2834313137290000= 286 51?,11?,14 :8E0C20C608A680A7= 853 
4764 =E12246494C454E41= 690 ~'5 1?.f 12 =A05A26F93986D38D= :I. 1:;:'.::: 

5i;::12i;::1 =10418E04478F0088=4772 =4D45222C39333030= 428 
:8E :l. EF28D90E58E04= 4780 =2C41442C30003410= 337 

5121:36 =808F00888E1F058D=4788 =86D78D10418E04E2= 991 
5 :21 i::J..:+ =90E58D8006810027= 8644796 =8F00888E12618D90= 917 

~=i:::5f:::t52'. :F98 :1. 3127478:1.3227= ( ·-'-·-'4804 =E5108El29E8D133C= 831 
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only one letter in length . However, the 
good point is that the search and swap 
words need not be the same length . It is 
possible to search for 'Peter' and swap for 
Foolish Fat Fred'. 

Pressing the < 5> will display an EXIT 
screen , and you will have to press the 
< 5> again to leave the program. Pressing 
any other key will return you to the 
EDITOR screen . This is to prevent 
accidental exiting from the program. 
However, if you do exit the program 
accidentally, and wish to restart it without 
losing all your text, then EXEC4151 in
stead of the usual EXEC4142. 

Text Input Mode 
Because the print routine takes care of 

wordsplit and page spacing , there is no 
need to worry about the end of lines when 
typing in text. The current type position is 
marked by a rapidly flashing question mark 
(?). To delete text, just hold down the 
<Left Arrow> key, and the cursor will work 
its way backwards. However, the cursor 
does not take account of 'Linefeeds' 
(CHR$(13)) as it moves backwards, so if 
deleting back over a new paragraph , it is 
wise to check how far back the cursor has 
really gone, by pressing < Shift & Up 
Arrow> to call the MENU screen , and then 
<2> to display the end of text. 

There are several keys with special 
functions which can be called from the text 
input mode. The < Shift @> produces a 
CHR$(185) which is the Seikosha printer 
code for the £ sign . This is so that you do 

not have to reset the printer to use '#'for 
'£' . The next key of consequence is the 
< Shift Right Arrow > which prints 
CHR$(14), the code for double width print. 
< Shift Left Arrow> prints CHR$(15) for 
normal width print. The CHR$(14) is 
printed to screen as a RED block, and the 
CHR$(15) as a BLUE. 

Pressing the < Clear> key, calls the 
special character routine. The bottom of 
the screen will display the code to be 
inserted at the next print location. This can 
be changed by pressing the up or down 
arrow keys. Pressing these with the shift 
key, will change the code in jumps of 10. 
Press the < Enter> to select the code 
displayed. These special keys can be used 
with the Editor functions, to insert text as 
well. 

The final special key to remember is the 
< Right Arrow> . This calls the 'glossary 
routine '. A prompt is printed along the 
bottom of the screen, and the program 
waits for an input. Pressing the < *> clears 
the glossary of all its contents. Pressing 
the < ?> puts you into glossary input 
mode. The screen will clear to white and 
wait for you to input the key letter (eg 'E'). 
Then type in the phrase to be called by this 
letter (eg 'Eschatological expectations'). 
Press < Break> to enter the phrase, and 
the computer will return to the text input 
mode. The next time you press the < Right 
Arrow> follow it with < E>, and the 
computer will add 'Eschatological 
expectations' to the end of the text. There 
is space for a glossary of about a thousand 

characters before it will start to overwrite 
the text memory. Once you have built up a 
useful glossary , you can resave the 
program by (C)SAVE(M) " WORDPROC", 
3072,9216,4142. Now when the program 
loads, it will also load in the glossary with 
it. 

One last point, if the Program l/D ERRORS 
or crashes because you pressed the RESET 
button, then it can be restarted without losing 
the current text by EXEC4151. Happy typing. 

Program Alteration 
The margin width is stored at &H1017, 

and the printer width-2 is stored at 
&H119F. The number of lines of text to a 
sheet is stored at &H1221 , and &H1233 
contains the number of lines including 
blanks , on a sheet. Location &H1 B30 
contains the code stored when the < Shift 
£> is pressed. It is currently set up to print 
a '£' on a Seikosha printer. Lastly, if the 
program keeps returning to the MENU 
screen, and will not let you enter any more 
text, this is not a bug! It is because the text 
memory is full (4000-4500 wprds) , and the 
text will have to be saved and the memory 
cleared before typing can continue. 

Too much of a Challenge? 
IF YOU do not relish the task of typing 
in all this data, then I will be happy to 
supply a copy on tape (both disk and 
tape versions), for £3.00 including p&p. 
(96 Upper Holly Walk, Leamington Spa, 
Warwickshire CV32 4JP.) 

5f:::i6::; 
512176 
5C:'.:184 
5f:?.i 9~~~ 
5 '.f.!?I?.! 
5 l tZti:~ 
5116 
5124 

5140 
5]..:.i8 
51.56 
51.64 
5:t 72~ 
51 fii2l 
51.:::8 
5:J.96 
52:1214 

5228 
5236 
5244 
5252 
5260 
5C.'.6El 
5:?.:;76 
5C~ f::.::~ 

5292 
531210 

•7681331027015381= 566 
: 34102701A1813510= 4·67 
•27068881301027FC= 713 
=6F813610270 1D781= 694 
=371027029020C820= 
=454449544F522031= 
•202044454C455445= 
:205445585420424C= 5~ll 

:4F4348008E13E810= 63~~1 

:8E04038D185CBD18= 6~57 

:868D18ED8D1A7216= 98~l 

:FF7820454449544F= 7K:: 
:5220322020494E53= 462'. 
•4552542054455854= 59C'. 
•20424C4F4348008E= 537 
:141E108E04038D18= 42E: 
•5C8D17ADBD173181= 867 
•0D26F98F10248D1A= 758 
:7286808D10418E04= 792 
:008F00888E0C208D= 702 
: 80068100274C108E= 536 
:03E8108F10228103= 6 24 
•2731815F27E98158= 804 
:27E5810A27E18109= 809 
: 27DD81082753810C= 660 
:272D8115273F815D= 558 
:273F8113273FA780= 647 
: 8D1707801DE38C10= 820 
: 10258C8F10288D1A= 703 
:7280190280198816= 753 
= ~EE38D 188F20A88D= 1226 

5:30::: 
5:3l6 
5:::~2.:t 

5:332 
5::::4121 
5:;:.:ir:: 
5::::56 
5 :364· 

5396 
54(34 
5412 
54~:'.121 

5428 
5 .;.~::.! t) 

5460 

5476 
5484 
5492 
5500 
5508 
5516 
55 ~'.~i:~. 

55:32 
55i::j.1?.; 

• 19CCC680108E05El= 94:;i 
•E7A0108C060025F8= 838 
: 86101620C9860F20= 6~:t.'~ 

:C5860E20C1868920= 92~:1. 
:8D8680108E008831= ::i~i~~ 

: 3F108C04002506A7= 433 
:A4108F0088301F8C= 7?:'.6 
:0C202C053001BD1A= 
•7216FF6320454449= 
:544F52203320204D= 469 
:4F564520424C4F43= 55.::1. 
=48204F4620544558= 529 
: 54007F102A8E1500= 43:.::'. 
• 108E04028D185C8D= 65Ei 
•1 8868D193686102R= 714 
:1026FE618D18EDBD= 112144 
:17ADBD1731810D 26= 

oqr•F9BF1024BD19028D= '-'-· I 
• 19888D1A72 16FE45= 
:20454449544F5220= 519 
=342020434F505920= 46 '.~3 

•424C4F4348204F46= 544 
=2054455854007F10= 500 
•2A8E1554108E0402= 453 
•8D185C8D18868D13= 914 
•3686102A1026FE0D= 6 15 
•BD17ADBD1731810D= 788 
:26F98F10248D1902= 746 
:8D1988GD1R7216FD= 1005 
=F420454449544F52= 731 
=203720204F564552= 467 
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5556 =2D54595045008E15= 530 6044 =5420E0308820BC10= 760 
5564 •A5108E0408BD185C= 640 6052 :1425D88E101420D3= 742 
5572 =8D17PDBD17318103= 778 6060 =398E04208F00888E= 752 
5580 =270A810C2709A79F= 564 6068 =10203089FF30A684= 834 
5588 •102020EC16FDBEBD= 970 6076 =8C245425058D1707= 521 
5596 =19CC861016A79F10= 791 6084 =2005868080800(10= 644 
5684 •2020032053454152= 606 6092 =8E0088108C05E027= 750 
56 12 =434820414E442053= 497 6100 =1530018C1014250E= 553 
5620 =5741500020454E54= 495 6108 •868010BE0088A7A0= 931 
5628 =4552205345415243= 549 61~6 =108C05E025F886DF= 1027 
5f36 =4820574F5244203F= 515 6124 =8704F0A69F102087= 983 
5644 =0020454E54455220= 445 6132 •10168E05EC8F0088= 748 
5 ~;s :~: : :s ~~'. .::j.5 ~~~ r:?.1 ,::j. c: .::J. l .4 :::1 ..-:J. 5 ..1r:i = 5 ::i :; 6140 =8D17078E05F98F00= 806 
5660 •454E5420574F5244= 579 6148 =889EA63410308D00= 717 
5668 =203F008D80068100= 547 6156 =0F9FA6A6841CFE8D= 1109 
5676 •27F981032746815F= 753 6164 •903D35109FA63987= 791 
5684 =1 02?~R14815B1027= 600 6172 •FF8C283431313829= 682 
5692 =FD5881152713815D= 7?4 6180 •3822202238008E24= 396 
5700 =2715810827178109= 397 6188 •5416FF4FBE101416= 688 
5708 :27D9A7808D800C20= 912 6196 =FF493001A684810D= 817 
57 16 =D2860FA78020CC86= 1024 6204 =1027FF3F8C101425= 634 
5724 =0EA78020C6301F10= 634 6212 =F1301F16FF35A682= 946 
5732 =BE008886RF313F10= 763 6220 =810D1027FF2D8C24= 673 
5740 =8~0088BD800C108F= 863 6228 •542CF3300116FF23= 732 
5748 :008828AF3986AF8D= 898 6236 •108F00888D90E58E= 1047 
5756 =10418E04088F0088= 562 6244 =05E1BF00888E1870= 835 
576·4 	 =8E15E78D90E58E04= 1 :!.02 62~52 =8090E53920434841= 855 

:R08F0G888E15F88D= :!.1?,1:~;:7 62~60 =5241435445523027= 549 
•90E58E0D008D1627= 	 6268 =2027204153434949= 464 
=301F8F10288E0500= 476 =20434F4445202020= 411 

5796 =BF00888E160D8D90= 6284 :202000108E102231= 369 
5fi'2i4 :[58E0C208D162730= ?J.:::1 6;2:'.92'. =3F108C000026038D= 449 

: 1FBF10288E245410= 6300 •18A310BF10223934= 553 
:8E0D00A680A1A427= 631Ztr:: =0286FF108E0150A7~ 797 
=08BC101425F516FC= 6316 =A0108C016025F835= 751 
:CC8F10243410A1A0= •02398D17AD8D1731 = 705 
:262DA680108C1028= •810D26F98F10248D= 861 
=2FF4301F8F10268D= :::~~lt.j. ~)340 =1A728D1731810D26= 581 
=18ED35103410BF10= 61?.15 63i::f.f::l =F98F1026801A728E= 1013 
•248D19028E102410= 511?! r::~:::156 •10248C1026250810= 358 
:8E0C28301FA6A0A7= 6:364 •8E1026108F10248F= 694 
:80108C10282FF635= =10268E1024BF1020= 535 
=1020848100271281= f :~:f::121 =39BE102410BE1026= 559 
=0E2712810F271281= 6:3r::r::1 	 •A6A0A780108C1014= 861 

59G8 •2027122514BD800C= 475 6396 =25F68F1014398E0C= 721 
5916 =3986R920F8868F20= 997 6404 =20CC00003001C300= 480 
5924 =F486RF20F0868020= 1119 6412 =01BC102825F6108E= 734 
5932 =EC869F20E88D8006= 1116 6420 •1014108C10242713= 350 
5940 •81002738108E03E8= 617 6428 =F31014FD10141F01= 600 
5948 =108F10228E102081= 624 6436 =A6A2A782108C1024= 881 
5956 =08272E8109273881= 458 6444 =2EF639F31014FD10= 897 
5964 =0A2750815E273F81= 583 6452 =14398E1024308903= 507 
5972 =0D2755815F102700= 416 6460 •E88C102625158E10= 738 

~gs0 
5988 

=CDS158102700CDS1= 
=5D102700CD811510= 

814 
519 

6468 
6476 

•24108E0C20A680A7= 
=A0BC102625F7108F= 

699 
893 

5996 =2700D839BD188F20= 703 6484 =10283986CF87102R= 695 
6004 :8C301F8C24542C83= 574 6492 =8D10418E04E08F00~ 831 
6012 •8E24548F10208D29= 683 6500 =888E19798090E58E= 1128 
6020 =20AB30018C101425= 513 6508 •EA608D1978301F8C= 883 
6028 
6036 

•F28E101420ED3088= 
:E08C24542CE58E24= 

921 
935 

6516 
6524 

•000026F63920~34F= 535 
=5252592C20544845= 554 
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CRAZY 10 PACK 
PREVIOUS VALUE £80! 

ALCATRAZ 
CUTHBERT GOES WALKABOUT 
DEFENCE 

QUICKSHOT 1 
FOR DRAGON OR TANDY COLOUR 

NORMALLY £10.99 

FROG GER 
KATAPILLAR ATTACK 
MANSION ADVENTURE 

+ 75p P&P PER ORDER 

SPACE MONOPOLY 
~~ SPACE WAR 

r ....~t;:,.'Ut;:,. TALKING ANDROID ATTACK 
~PLANET INVASION 

£80 WORTH OF GREAT SOFTWARE FOR ONLY 
£7.50 + 75p P&P PER ORDER 

MICRODEAL RESERVE THE RIGHT TO SUBSTITUTE 
TITLES IN ABOVE 10 PACK. 

RAINBOW WRITER DRAGON 32 

WAS £19.95 £
4 95

. . · 
NOW • . - CASSETTE 

£5.95 DISC 

+ 75p P&P PER ORDER 

DEEP CUT 
DISCONTINUEDS 
TELEWRITER CASSETTE RRP £49·95 

NOW£ 9.95 

TELEFORTHCASSETTE RRP £19.95 
NOW£ 1.99 

TELE-TUTOR CASSETTE RRP £25 .00 
NOW£ 1.99 

+ 75p P&P PER ORDER 

ORDER FORM 

SUPER SPECIALS 
RED HOT SELLERS AT ROCK BOTTOM PRICES 

ATHLETYX 
CASHMAN 
CUTHBERT COOLER 
DOWNLAND 
DUNGEON RAID 
TOUCHSTONE 
MUDPIES 
SPEED RACER 
TIME BANDIT 

+ 75p P&P PER ORDER 

®8-alaman~tr 
FRANKLINS TOMB £1.99 

GAMES PACK 1 £ 99 · ~ 

GOLF £ .99 ...-atJ/;J~ 
GRID RUNNER £ .99 8~ ~--'ll.. 

LAZER ZONE £ .99 e~~ 
LOST IN SPACE £1.99 -T~ 

NIGHT FLIGHT £ .99 
WINGS OF WAR £1.99 

+ 75p P&P SUPEf3 SKILL_HANGMAN £ .99 
PER ORDER CRICKLEWOOD INCIDENT £1.99 

PLEASE RUSH ME THE FOLLOWING: ...................................................................... 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • '! •• 

...................................................................... 

....................................................................... 

........................................................................ 
I ENCLOSE A CHEQUE/POSTAL ORDER TO THE SUM OF £ ......... including Postage & Packing 

MADE PAYABLE TO MICROPOST. . 
.MICROPOST 
41 TRURO ROAD

NAME ........................................ . 

ADDRESS . .. . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. . ST. AUSTELL 
. PL25 SJE 

....... . ....... . .... . ..................... . ... ~[VISA ]M~ or ring 0726 68020 



.-c--1-1r::1._1 ..:1 i::. =20544558542042~5= 540 70:21?.:1 108E05E0108F0088=: 730 
6541!., 
6548 

:4646455220495320= 
: 4E4F542020205448= 

511 
493 

70~:~8 
7036 

=8D90E58D800627F8= 
=813F2750812A1027= 

l 175 
550 

6556 :4154204249472E20= 469 7i2144 :01CD813E102701DC= 673 
6564 :524~5455524E494E= 631 7tZ152 :813C102701D981 41= 656 
6572 :4720544F20454449= 508 7060 :25E181782EDD8E1F= 954 
6580 : 544F522E2020008E= 497 7tZ168 :EA301FE6808C23D2= 1056 
65i::8 : 0C20108E1024R680= 596 7076 •2C20C10026F5E680= 910 
6596 :A7A08C102825F739= 912 7084 =F7101681101626E8= 773 
661).1. =34108E00883410F7= 709 712192 : 108E1014A680A7A0= 863 
6612 
662121 

: 1016801A2CBD8006= 
: 81002747108E03E8= 

621?,I 
f-.-,-..:1 ..:1i::. 

7 l 0121 
71 iz1r::: 

:8 10026F8313F108F= 734 
: 10148E101416F513= 548 

6628 : 108~1022815E272E= 565 71 :1.6 •20444546494E4520= 491 
~3636 •810A272F8:1.5F27:1.2= 506 712:4 :474C4F5353415259= f.~'.::8 
6644 =8158271881002600= 684 '{ l :3~~ •0086CF8D10418E04= 757' 
15652'. : 1F9835108F008835= ~.:::32'. 7140 =088F00888E18CC8D= 897 
~'.i660 : 1039F61016C80AF7= 817 7148 •90E58E04408F0088• 910 
666!'.::1 : 101620:1.2F610:1.6C0= 564 7:1.56 =8E1FEA301FA68027= 81.9 
6676 :0AF7101620087C10= 475 7164 :2781002753812025= 501 
668 14 : 1620037A10168D1A= 4:3:;:; 7172 •538D1C5C8D800C8C= 909 
6692 =2C20B28D188F20AD= 815 7180 : 1FE72C71FC0088C4• 1003 
6700 :8E05E18F00889EA6= 1023 7l.E18 : 1FC10026E0FC0088= 87'4 
6708 •3410308D000F9FA6= 597 7196 =C30003FD008820D5= 832 
6716 =A6841CFE8D903035= 1027 72;04 :8C1FE72C58FC0088= 970 
6724 : 109FA63987225350= 730 721 ~: :C4E0C30020FD0088= 1036 
6732 : 454349414C204348= 521 722;0 : 108EC350313F108C= 701 
6740 =4152414354455220= 546 7228 :000026F8801C5CA6• 761 
6748 •434F4445203D2238= 469 7236 =808D800C862F8D80= 955 
6756 =FF8C283431313829= 682 7244 :0C86CF8D800C20A5• 879 
6764 :3822202238009EA6= 542 72~2 :86A520AD869F20A9= 998 
6772 :3410308D000F9FA6= 597' 7260 :3422108E0088108C• 584 
6780 =A6841CFEBD8A9A35= 1162 7268 :05E0251631A8E010= 745 
6788 : 109FA639A2313030= 705 7276 •BF0088108E0420A6= 687 
6796 :2C310086FF8D1041= 7'52 7284 =R820A7A0108C05E0= 912 
6804 :8E0426BF00888E1F= 684 7292 =25F53522398D1A72• 755 
68 l. c.~ : A28D90E58E04EABF= t:.::~95 7300 :FC0088C4E0C30020= 1035 
6820 =00888E1F898D90E5= 1056 7308 =FD00888D1C5CBD80= 1e115 
682~: :8E05E18F00888E1F= 87'2 7316 : 0627F881031027F4= 7'27 
6836 :C78D90E58D800681= 121.3 7324 =428E1FE7A7808D80= 11::.:0 
6::: ..14 =0027F9813527031.6= 534 7332 :0C862F8D800C86CF= 863 
6852 :F8D386FF87014986= 1.239 734121 1 8D800C8D800627F8• 942 
6860 =8F801041398D8006= 793 7:348 =8D1C5C8103272981= 650 
6868 :810010270294108E= 492'. 7:356 =0D272F8108273181= 453 
-o.... l:::• t-1 { ?::1 •03E8108F1022815F= 716 7364 :5027518115274581= 600 
6884 : 1027F56481581027= 675 7372 =5F2?E081581027FF= 888 
6892 : F8A8810810270288= 749 7380 :DA810927D6810C27= 7E19 
6900 =81032709810C2737= i:::--1'":!

-·C.·-' 7388 =43A?808D800C20C8= 926 
6'.3108 :8115272781502727= 528 7396 :8600A7808F1FE716= 904 
6916 : 81092761810A27C5= 649 7404 :F3F1A78086A92~E8= l.349 
6924 •8113271F8~10148C= 584 7412 :301FR68427EA3410= 7l8 
6932 =70001027F532A780= 770 7420 :8E0088301FBF0088= 732 
6940 •8F10148D 1DA94FA7= 860 7428 : 86CF8D800C8F0088= 997 
6948 =8420AA860F20E586= El78 7436 =3510209F860FA780= 704 
6956 :0E20E1868920DD8D= 1032 7444 : 86AF20C7860EA780= 983 
6964 : 19CC8680108E05E1= 879 7452 : 868F208F8D19CCA7= 113:::: 
6972'. :A7A0108C060025F8= 774 7460 :80869F208686CF80= 1165 
6980 : 86101620C7203F3D= 607 7468 : 10418E04C88F0088= 754. 
698::: :444546494~45202A= 501 7476 •8El.D448D90E5301F= 880 
6996 : 3D434C4541522027= 49:1. 7484 =8C000026F916F398= 847 
70~~4 :4845592730504852= 567 7492 :20474C4F53534152= 57'1. 
7012 : 41534520008E:1.849= 491 7'500 :592046554C4C0086= 562 
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750f::l : 008E1FEA8F1FE7A7= 1.027 
7516 : 808C23D225F98E10= :l.0f:?.15 
752~4· : 1416F37716FD6616= 803 
7532 : FD638E0088A68443= ll?.143 
·75.::f.~' : A7848D188F16FD55= l.015 
754·8 : BEl.0148C2454271F= 556 
7556 : 301FBF10148E0088= F,":1? 

........1...... 

7564 : 301F34l0BF008886= 608 
'?57:2~ : 808D800CBD800C35= 839 
7580 : 108F008816FD2EBF= 855 
75t:l8 : 101416FD28810D27= 532 
7596 : 258120270E810F2?= 434 
7604 : 12810E270A812025= 408 
76l2 : 0E200E8680200A86= 49El 
76~:0 : 8F200686AF200286= 71?.16 
762E: : 9FElD801?.IC:?.'.1?.l l. 1. El6fll?.1= 79'.? 
76~:6 : A79F0088FC0088C4= l.046 
7644 : E0C30020FD008810= oi;,

1:1 •••,1t1 

7652~ : 8E0088108C05E025= 748 
7"" 1Sf.f21 : 038D10F139108E04= 68:1. 
7~'.~6f.1 : 00A6A820A7R0108C= 849 
7t'.:7~; : 05E025F5108E0088= :::5::.1 
7158"1· : 31A8E0108F008839= EM 1 
7f~~'.9C.'. : 206D656E75808066= i::1o;;17

1..,11..,,I 

771211'.I : 756E6374696F6E?3= 883 
7'?'0El : 0020302020454449= 354 
""'!T'""'!'t 1 -,... ( .. ~::! : 544F522040454E55= 586 
772i.'f : 20414E442050524F= 516 
77::,ic.: : 4752414020455849= 557 
?74~~ : 5400312020524541= 426 
77.!f·E:I : 442054455854204F= 536 
'?756 : 4E2053435245454E= 558 
776,::j. : 0D3220205052494E= 440 
'??'?:? : 5420454E44204F46= 512 
77.."r:::121 : 205445585420544F= 552 
7·7::11:: : 2053435245454E0D= 493 
77'.316 : 3320205052494E54= 51.2 
~~., ~:1121 ~,. : 205445585420544F= 552'. 
71~3 l :? : 205052494E544552= 5E::0 
7 :~:::;:~(~~ : 0034202053415645= I::i.·-··-·._:I c.. 
?i:::?~l : 205445585420544F= 552~ 

71~'.!:::'.16 : 2044495343003520= 421 
7e:4 . .:.1. : 204C4F4144205445= 505 
71::5:? : 58542046524F4D20= 544 
71:161Z1 : 4449534300002053= 41.9 
7:~,'.:6(~ : 4849465420555020= 528 
7876 : 4152524F5720464F= 576 
71::r::1i::~ : 52204D454E552E0D= 4E:2 
7::i9c.~ : 534849465420444F= 561. 
?9~~(,'.I : 574E204152524F57= 592 
790f::l : 20464F5220454449= 505 
7'.S4 l 6 : 544F522E0D002065= 4::.:7 
7~3':.::~ ..~· : 6469746F72808066= 904 
7 ~~~ ::'.:l c.~ : 756E6374696F6E73= El83 
7940 : 0020302020204045= 322 
79t!:J.8 : 4E552046554E4354= 579 
7956 : 494F4E5320544142= 560 
7'.~6 1~1 . : 4C450D3120202044= 37l. 
797C.~ : 454C455445205445= 552~ 
7'.:::~1:1121. : 5854003220202049= 404 
7988 : 4E53455254205445= 5El1. 
7'.'.:!196 : 5854003320202040= 41?.19 
:::004 : 4F56452054455854= 591 
:::12112 : 20424C4F43480034= 46f:?.I 
13021?.I : 202020434F505920= 44:::: 
:::11~~ :;-::~ ::: : 5445585420424C4F= 57Et 
812136 : 4348003520202045= ::.=:t73 
:::;:12144 : 5849542050524F47= 5:::9 
8052 : 524l4D0D36202020= 3Ei7 
:::06~~ : 54595045204F5645= 601 
::1068 : 5220454449544F52= 569 
fl076 : 0037202020534541= '.'.:l8l 
:9084 : 52434820414E4420= 496 
~n;:,9C.'. : 5357415000002044= i:~2E: 

:3100 : 52414?4F4E20574F= 57:::: 
1:11 1:::i :=: : 52442050524F4345= 559 
E~ 1. 1~5 : 53534F5200205052= 52:!. 
:::: 1. C.'.4 : 4F47524140204558= 563 
:~ 1. 32~ : 49540020434F5059= 504 
::::::1.4121 : 5249474854205045= 56~: 
E!1.,~8 : 5445522057484954= 5E::3 
~:::::I. 56 : 5441484552203139= 51.3 
:::H64 : 3835000000000000= 1e19 

F" A T. IC::: I!--* Fr..:) Fe:~ ,- AF" E~ ... 
BY PETER WHITTAKER 

7837 :5441504500352020= 428 
:* ::.."I=: :=1=: :..-t:: * :=1=: :..-t=: :+: ~.+: ::=t:: :+: ::=t:: * :=1=: * 

7860 :5441504500002053= 426 
::=!!::: :;:ft:: :=t: :¥. :=t=: :=t=: :..1=: :::t:: ::=t:: :::t=: ::t=: :::t=:: ::+:: * * 

4700 :F71018209D205245= 659 
4708 :4144592054415045= 552 
4716 :202620454E544552= 484 
4724 =2046494C45204E41= 495 
4732 :4D4500008E204144= 453 

::11=: ::t:: :..1=: :=t=: * * :+: :=t=: * * ::+:: * :..-t:: :=#=: :=t: 
4756 :28343 131 3729009A= 440 

4764 :4D2246494C454E4l= 542 
::"~:: :=t: :=1=: :=11=: :=1=: :=1:: :=1:: :::t=: :=1=: :=1=: * * :+: :::t=: :::t=: 

4828 :308CBD9FR6A6841C= 1028 
4836 :FEBDB68235109FA6= 1149 
4844 :J51016FD58994D22= 699 

Al=: :=1:: :=1=: :=t: :=1=: :=1:: :=I=: :=t:: :+: :::t=: :=t=: ::1=: :::t=: :::t=: * 
4860 :2200000000008604= 380 

::t: :=t: ::t:: :=t: :=1=: :+: :.-t=: :::t=: :=1=: :=1=: :=t=: :::t=: :=t=: :::t=: :=1=: 
4892 :3410308CD19FA6A6= 956 
4900 :841CFE8086D43510= 1066 
4908 =9FA68E007E301F12= 738 
4916 '12128F101416FD61= 635 

::::J::: :=t: :::t=: :=11=: :=1=: :=1=: :=t=: :=t: ::..1=: :=1=: :=t:: :::t=: ~* :=1=: :=1=: 
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FLEX revisited 

Roy Coates takes another look at the new official Dragon operating system, FLEX 

NOW THAT Eurohard has decided to drop 
089 in favour of FLEX as the official 
Dragon operating system, it is worth taking 
a look at just what FLEX is. 

FLEX first appeared in 1977 and was 
written by an American company called 
Technical Systems Consultants Incorpo
rated. 

It has been run on a variety of 6800 and 
6809 based machines in all sorts of 
environments and for all sorts of different 
purposes. The FLEX used for this review is 
a custom version written for the Dragon by 
the London based firm Compusense and 
they have added a few features to make 
life a little more comfortable. These include 
a modified 51 by 24 screen display using 
PMODE 4 graphics which is a marvellous 
improvement over the standard 32 by 16 

delete jetset.bin 
DELETE JETSET.BIN ?? y 
ARE YOU SURE (Y or N) ?? n 
AH! I THOUGHT SO. 

A FLEX file specification consists of the 
filename which may be up to eight charac
ters in length , followed by a three charac
ter 'filetype '. For example : 
DATABASE.BIN Is a machine code file . 
MYPROG .TXT Is a standard FLEX 

text file. 
MYPROG .BAK Is a backup file 

created by the editor. 

As well as the file name and type, other 
information pertainting to the file is stored , 
such as the date of creation and the file 
protection allocated to it. The files may be 

Delete protected , Write protected or cata
logue protected so that they do not appear 
to exist on the disk at all . This last option 
may seem a little strange but I for one have 
found a use for it when running FLEX on a 
single drive system. If all of the system 
utilities are catalogue protected, then the 
system becomes 'transparent' and the 
disk appears to contain only your own files 
which is obviously neater and far easier to 
work with. The minimum hardware re
quired to run FLEX using either a Delta or 
Dragondos cartridge is a Dragon 64 and at 
least one disk drive. Alternatively a Dragon 
32 may be used in conjunction with the 
excellent and much un-publicised PLUS 
cartridge available from Andteck Data 
Design . 

Dragon display. 

Machine code chunk APPEND 
FLEX is an BK chunk of machine code ASMB 

residing in RAM which handles all the disk ASN 
and terminal 1/0 . All the usual DOS com BACKUP 
mands such as CAT, LIST, SAVE and so BAUD 
on are stored on disk and are only loaded BUILD 
into RAM when they are required. This is CAT 
the way in which most of the expensive COPY 
'real' computers work and is obviously cs 
very efficient when it comes to saving 
valuable memory. One of the big attrac DATE 
tions of FLEX for me is that FLEX is a very DELETE 
'open ' system. By that I mean that the DRIVES 
documentation giving the entry points to all 
the routines contained within FLEX and all EDIT 
of the useful locations used by FLEX is EXEC 
readily available in the FLEX Advanced 
Programmers Guide. I don't think that you FLEX.SYS 
need to be an advanced programmer to 
deal with FLEX, as most of the things you H 
would want to do have already been done 
for you. The routines available within FLEX 
include all possible disk operations , text 
operations such as input a character or JUMP 
number, output a character or number, LINK 
print a string and many more. Even the LIST 
error handling is extremely simple and all NEW DISK 
these functions are very well documented. D 

pGetting FLEX started is simplicity itself. 
Simply type BOOT for the Dragondos PROT 
version, or RUNM"FLEX" for the Delta RENAME 
DOS version, and within a few seconds the s 

SAVE 
the FLEX copyright line at the top. You will 
Hi-Res 51 column screen will appear with 

soc 
be prompted for the current date. When 
entered, the FLEX prompt '+ + +' will now STEP 
appear and the system is ready for use. TTYS ET 
FLEX is very user friendly - it is difficult to 
make mistakes as any command which VERIFY 
may delete a file or disk asks you twice if 
you are certain that you wish the operation VERSION 
to continue. An example of this is the XOUT 
DELETE a file command. 

Contents of the FLEX system disk 
Concatenates two or more files. 
TSC 6809 Assembler. 
Defines which disk drives are system and which are work drives. 
Creates a security copy of a disk. 
Sets the BAUD rate at which the Dragon's serial port may be used. 
Is used to create text files. 
Catalogues the contents of a disk. 
Copies files from disk to disk. 
This file holds the data used for the character set used in the 
Hi-Res display. Eight different styles of character set are supplied. 
Is used to set or display the current date. 
Deletes the specified files from a disk. 
Is used to tell FLEX how many disk drives are connected to the 
system. 
'TSC' Standard Text Editor. 
A list of FLEX commands may be stored in a normal text file and 
the list executed using the EXEC command. 
This is the 'core' of the FLEX system and is copied into RAM when 
the system is booted. 
This prevents execution of the specified command until a· key is 
pressed so that, for example, disks may be changed. 
All input for a specified command is taken from a specified input 
file. 
Passes control to a machine code program at a specified address. 
Is used when creating a FLEX system disk. 
Lists a specified text file. 
This utility formats a blank disk for use with FLEX. 
Re-directs all output from a specified task to a specified file. 
Re-directs the output from the specified task to the printer. 
Changes the protection of a specified file. 
Is used to change the filename of a file. 
Re-directs all output from a specified jot to the Dragons serial port. 
Saves a specified section of the Dragons memory to disk. 
Is 'single disk copy' and allows files to be copied from one disk to 
another on a system with only one disk drive. 
Allows the user to define the step rate for their disk drives. 
This utility is used to set terminal attributes if using something 
other than the Dragon as a terminal. 
Switches the verify option on or off when saving or loading a disk 
file. 
Informs the user of the version of a specified utility. 
Deletes all files having the extension OUT. 
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TOP VALUE LIGHT PEN 
DRAGON 32/TANDY COLOUR 32K/SPECTRUM 48K 

THE NE-W ADVANCED PROGRAM 
for the Trojan light pens include the following facilities-

The FLEX system disk supplied by 
Compusense contains all sorts of useful 
goodies. Everything you would need to 
use the system is contained on the disk. 
There are also two special utilities pro
vided - the text editor and the assembler. 
The text editor is line orientated and is a 
very powerful one. The assembler must be 
the most powerful that I ever seen . Just 
about every feature you could want from 
an assembler is included. 

One really useful facility is Library which 
gives you the ability to call other source 
files from within your main source file and 
have them included in the assembly. For 
example, I have a file called FLEX
LINK.TXT on my system disk which con
tains a list of all the FLEX routines and 
their addresses so that whenever I am 
writing a program which is to be linked to 
FLEX I simply add the line 

LIB FLEXLINK.TXT 
to my source file and the equates stored in 
that file are automatically included in my 
assembly. This means that my program 
can use FLEX calls such as 

JSR PSTRNG 
which prints a string of text to the terminal, 
with no need to define the entry point of the 
routine 'PSTRNG'. 

Once FLEX has been booted on a 
standard Dragon 64, the user is left with 
RAM from 0 to $BFFF completely free for 
their own programs. Although the Dragons 
BASIC is not immediately available when 
FLEX is installed, a modified version called 
DBASIC is available on disk which has 

links through to the FLEX system to give 
access to disk files as well as the ability to 
pass commands to FLEX itself. The DBA
SIC package also allows use of the 51 
column display which is a great improve
ment over the standard Dragon display. 
Other versions of BASIC are also available 
for FLEX. So are 'C', Crunch Cobol and 
many other languages. There are also 
many utilties available including Word 
processors, Text processors , Spread
sheets, Data-base systems, Assemblers 
and cross-assemblers, De-bugging prog
rams, and the list is growing all the time. 

In conclusion, after many months of 
using FLEX I don't know how I ever 
managed without it. FLEX expands the 
capabilities of the Dragon by an incredible 

amount, something that cannot be done 
with most of the other home micros. 
Eurohard has settled on FLEX as their 
standard operating system and Com
pusense, the official Dragon importers, 
has been heavily involved with FLEX for 
many years and is continually updating the 
range of software for it. For anyone put off 
by the price, you are getting an awful lot of 
software for your money and I think you 
have more chance of being run over by 
Concorde than of regretting the purchase 
of FLEX. If I had my way, FLEX would be 
compulsory for every Dragon owner. Com
pulsory FLEX operating system, editor and 
assembler with DBASIC package . .. 
£99.99. FLEX Advanced programmers 
guide ... £11 .50. 

*DRAW BOX 
* DRAW CIRCLE 
*DRAW LINE 

• DRAW PICTURES FREEHAND 

• COLOUR FILL DESIGNATED AREAS 
• SA VE AND 	LOAD PICTURES 

TO AND FROM TAPE 
• 	FULL ERASE FACILITIES 

All in Hi-Res screen in any of 4 colours 
for the Dragon/Tandy, and 8 colours for 
the Spectrum. 

Send cheques/P.O . to: 

mo.JAN PRODUCTS 
166 lh·rlw~n. Duman! , S wansea SA2 7Pf 
I l'I : (0792) 205491 

*DATA ENTRY AND PROCESSING 
*MENU.SELECTION AND CONTROL 
• GAMES PLAYING 

This is a first class program which gives hints 
and tips on how to write programs for the 
pen. Ideal for many educational uses. 

A top quality pen plus a first-class program. 
The best value pen package available. 

Micro Computer Software & Accessories 


DEALERS CONTA CT TROJAN NOW FOR /JETAILS OF EXTRA SPECIAi, DISCOUNTS 
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JOHN PENN DISCOUNT 

SOFTWARE 


SUPER DEALS 

SPECIAL OFFERS!!! 


Tille Publisher Medium R.R .P. Our Price 

Space Shuttle Microdeal Cass. £7.95 £2.50 
Space Fighter Microdeal Cass. £7.95 £2.50 
Ring of Darkness Wintersoft Cass. £9.95 £4.95 
All Dream Grovenor Cart. £24.95 £19.95 
Dasm/Demon Compusense Cart. £30.45 £9.50 
Edit + Compusense Cart. £34.50 £11 .50 
Air Traffic Control Microdeal Cass. £8.00 £2.50 
Chuckie Egg A & F Software Cass. £7.90 £6.35 
Sprite Magic Knight Cass. £17.25 £8.50 
Bug Diver Mastertronic Cass. £1 .99 £0.75 
Wizard War Salamander Cass. £7.95 £2.99 
Telewriter Microdeal Cass. £44.95 £14.50 
Tele Tutor Microdeal Cass. £25.00 £7.50 
Chess Dragon Data Cart. £24.95 £9.99 
Editext Foul sham Cass. £12.95 £5.50 
Sprint Basic Compiler Oasis Cass. £14.95 £5.50 
Manic Miner Software Projects Cass. £7.95 £6.35 
Graphic Animator Dragon Data Cass. £4 .95 £2.00 
Mission 1 - Project Volcano R & B Software Cass. £7.95 £2.99 

EDUCATIONAL 
CORNER 
CHESHIRE CAT SERIES 
(Ampalsoft) 

Title Age Range R.R.P. £14.75 

Maths Level I 4-6 yrs . 
All programs £5.00 each 
or 2 for £9.00 

Maths Level II 6-7 yrs . 
'O' Level Maths 
Superspy 11 and upwards (a modern history simulation) 
Basic Tutor : Beginner's Level 
Basic Tutor : Advanced Level 

Tille Publisher Age Range R.R.P. Our Price 

Infant Pack Shards pre-school £3.95 £1.50 
Quiz Pack Shards all the family £3.95 £1 .50 
Fun to Learn Shards 8-12 yrs. £3.95 £1.50 
Family Programs Shards all the family £3.95 £1 .50 
Live and Learn Shards 8 and over £3.95 £1 .50 
Circus Adventure Dragon Data 4-8 yrs. £7.95 £2.50 
School Maze Dragon Data 4-8 yrs. £7.99 £2.50 
Hide and Seek Dragon Data All ages £7.95 £2.50 

HOW TO ORDER 
Write to us quoting the title , medium and price for the programs you 
want. Please include 50 pence for postage/packing on single orders, 
and 75 pence for two or more titles ordered. Postage to rest of 
Europe is £1.50, and £3.00 to North America . If possible, please give 
your telephone number as well as your full address. Cheque/postal 
orders made payable to John Penn Discount Software. All the 
software listed is subject to availability. Please allow up to 28 days 
for delivery. 

FURTHER REDUCTIONS 
Tille Publisher Medium R.R .P Our Price 

Dragon Trek Wintersoft Cass. £6.95 £2.00 
Franklins Tomb Salamander Cass. £9.95 £2.50 
Learn Basic Logic 3 Cass. £12.95 £5.00 
Computavoice Dragon Data Cass. £7.95 £2.00 
Dungeon Raid Microdeal Cass. £8.00 £3.00 
Mr Dig Microdeal Cass. £8.00 £3.00 
Buzzard Bait Tom Mix Cass. £9.95 £4.00 
Lost in Space Salamander Cass. £9.95 £4.00 
Cuthbert goes Digging Microdeal Cass. £7.95 £3.00 

BARGAIN BASEMENT - ALL TITLES £1.50 EACH 
ANY FIVE FOR £6.00 : ANY JO FOR £10.00 
Planet Invasions Champions Drag Bug
Cu thbert Goes Walkabout Transy!vanian Tower Goll 
Frogger Leggitt North Sea Oil 
Mined Out Ped ro Wizard War
Grid Runner Vulvan Noughts and Crosses ugh
Siar Jammer Everest Chocolate Factory
Night Flight Black Sanctum Cuthbert in Space
Drone Databank Dan ger Island Grand Prix 
Drag runner Pettigrew·s Diary Meteoroids 
Uonhearl Mystery ol the Javaslar 

Please give al least 2 alternative choices when ordering 5 or more programs. 

M.S.T. 

BUSINESS SOFTWARE 

Tille Medium R.R.P. Our Price 

Database Cass. £19.95 £6.00 
Business Accounts Cass. £19.95 
Mailer/Address Book Cass. £19.95 " 
Stock Control Cass. £19 95 " 
Invoices/Statements Cass. £19.95 " 
Stock Control Disc £24.95 £8.00 " 
Data Base Disc £24.95 
Invoices/Statements Disc £24.95 " 

" Business Accounts Disc £25.95 " Mailer/Address Book Disc £24.95 " 

LASTEST ARRIVALS 

Jet Set Willy Software Projects £7.95 £6.50 
Tim Love's Cricket Peaksoft £8.95 £6.70 
Return of The Ring Wintersoft £9.95 £7.20 
Cuthbert in The Cooler Microdeal £8.00 £5.95 
Backtrack Incentive £6.95 £5.20 

John Penn 
Discount Software 
Dean Farm Cottage 
Kingsley, Bordon, Hants GU35 9NG 
Tel: Bordon (04203) 5970 

TRADE ENQUIRIES We welcome trade enquiries and each order will be individual ly negotiated. 
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THE No 1 DRAGON JOYSTICKS! 
Our easy-action potentiometer joysticks have been an instant 

success! · 
The Dragon Pro-Stick is sturdy, sensitive, accurate and reliable. 
Unlike switch-type sticks, they're GUARANTEED AND RECOM

MENDED FOR ALL DRAGON GAMES, because they're purpose
made for the Dragon and Tandy computers. 

And at just £5.50 each or £g.g5, they have they have to be the 
bargain of the year! 

11 rfl ~o~e'5 CRICKET 
"BETTER THAN THE 

REAL THING!" 
Central TV 

"INGENIOUS ... BRILLIANT"  Personal 
Computer Games 

"REMARKABLE . .. FANTASTIC DETAIL ... 
GRAPHICS 100% ... VALUE 100%" 

Home Computing Weekly 

THE NO 1 CRICKET GAME! 
Tim Love's Cricket is still the ONLY cricket 

TO CELEBRATE 
FIRST ANNIVERSARY IN RETAILING DRAGON SOFTWARE 

We are offering all our customers a reduction in prices 
Look out for the special otters this month 

game for ANY home computer offering total 
control over batting, bowling , fielding and run
ning. 

Dragon/Tandy Colour (32K ECB) £~_.95 _ 

I 


THE NO 1 FOOTBALL GAME! 
New Champions! has more great fea
tures than ANY other football manage
ment game. It's all there - 4 divisions, 
FA Cup, European Cup, Cup-Winners· 
Cup, goal highlights, fixtures/results 
table, choice of team formation , trans
fers, s1,1spensions, injuries, full game 
save, goal-scorers ' table , reserve squad, 
bank loans, etc, etc, etc. 
Dragon/Tandy Colour (32K ECB) £8.g5 

NEW!!! CHAMPIONS 16 for any 16K 
Tandy Co-Co - with every fe ature we 

could possibly cram in - £5.g5 

No need to wait! Check with your retailer, clip the coupon, or phone = 
your Access/Visa number. Orders received before noon despatched ... .. ... . ~ same day by first-class post. - 

PEAKSOFT, 48 QUEEN STREET, BALDEATON, NEWARK, NOTIS. Tel: OS36 
705230 (24-hour answering) 

f have a Dragon/Tandy 32K ECBl16K Tandy (please delete) ---------------~-
I enclose a cheque or PO, rush me: 
f have a Dragon/Tandy (please delete) 

Name 

Address ... 

MICROOEAL 
Cashm an 
Pengon 
Mr Dig, Skramble 
Fury , 8 Ball Pool 
Spa ce Shuttle 
Pro grammer's 

Utililies 
Caverns of Do om 
Demon Seed 
Lunar Rover Patrol 
Shark Treasure 
Synthex 7 
Tele·Artist 
Tele-Forth 
Tele-Tul or 
El Diablero 
Flag 
Gho st Attack 

NEW PROGRAMS 

£6.50 

) 	£3.99 

£4.49 

) 	 £2.50 

£4.50 

£7.50 

99p 

* Cuthbert in the Cooler
* Mud Pies * Worlds of Flight
* Athlelics * Speed Racer 

OUR PRICE £6.50 
POCKET MONEY 
SOFTWARE 
Bandito , Bubble Buster 
Data Fall. Fearless Freddie 
Pit Fiend , Jet Boot Colin 
Slide, Robin Hood 
Teatime. Toppler 
ONLY £1.99 
SOFTWARE PROJECTS 
Manic Miner. Jet Set Willy 
ASP £7.95 OUR PRICE £6.50 

HEWSON 
CONSULTANTS 
3D Luna Attack 
30 Seiddab Attack 
30 Space Wars 
ASP £7.95 OUR PRICE £6.75 
INCENTIVE 
The Ket Tri logy £7.95 
Backtrack £5.50 
A 'n' F SOFTWARE 
Chu ckie Egg £6.75 
Screamin ' Abdabs £5.80 
PEAKSOFT 
Tim Loves Cricket 
ASP £8.95 OUR PRICE £7.25 
Champions 
ASP £6.95 OUR PRICE £5.95 
JOYSTICK 
£5.50 each £9.95 a pair 

AODICTIVE 
Football Manager 
ASP £5.95 OUR PRICE £4.95 
DRAGON DATA 
Bla ck Sanctum £2.49 
Calixto Island £2.49 
Final Countdown 

£1 .99Mansion of Doom 
SPECTRAL 
Ice Castle 
ASP £8.00 OUR PRICE £6.50 

CABLE SOFTWARE 
Superbowl 
Zaks Son, Fantasy Fl ight 
ASP £6.95 OUR PRICE £5.95 

DESIGN DESIGN 
Rommels Revenge 
Darkstar 
ASP £7.95 
OUR PRICE £6.50 
WINTERSOFT 
Return of the Ring 
Ring of Darkness 
ASP £9.95 
OUR PRICE £7.95 
MELBOURNE HOUSE 
Horace Goes Skiing 
ASP £5.95 
OUR PRICE £4.95 
SALAMANOER 
Data Retrieval £10. 95 
Dragon Trek }
Graphics System £2.99 
Lo st in Space 
THIS MONTH'S SPECIALS 
DRAGON DATA 
Doodle Bug c. 

£1 .99Ghost Atlack c. 

Logo £9.95 

MICRODEAL 
Time Bandit 

£5.95Syzygy 

Tele Writer ) 
 £9.95
Wordprocessor 
Floating joysticks (pair) 

£10.95 
Downland £2.99 
Frogger £1.99 
Backgammon 
Junior's Revenge ) £2.99 

For a fast service send your order to COMPUTAPE 

27 Coombe Road, Southmlnster, Essex CMO 7AH. Tel : Malden 772589 


Order from the above sending Cheque or Postal Order made payable to Computape 

and we·11 send our Catalogue free of charge. For Catalogue only send SAE 


Prices include first-class postage and packing. Overseas orders welcomed 

(Tandy Software also available) 


Computape THE ONLY SOFTWARE COMPANY TO MAKE YOUR DRAGON CHIPS FRY NOT CRY 

USEFUL SOFTWARE 
FOR DRAGON 32/.64 AND DRAGONDOS 

Programs for home and small business, using random access disk filing , 
large capacity, unique 42 by 24 screen with true lower case, on-screen 
editing, audible bleep, detailed help and error messages. 

MONEYBOX (disk) price £14.99 
Personal accounts program to analyse income and expenses, control 
bank account, credit card, building society, etc. Forecasting, budgeting 
and optional VAT analysis for small business use. 

MONEYBOX (cassette) price £9.99 
(Standard Dragon screen, no Budgets or VAT) 

MAILBOX (disk) price £16.99 
Stores names, addresses and up to 1O user-defined fields . Selects 
batches of records by name, town, region and multiple tests . Prints labels, 
name and salutation, record cards, display reports. 

SALESBOX (disk) price £19.99 
Balance brought forward Sales Ledger with cash allocated over four 
periods. Prints statements, aged debt analysis, sales analysis, labels, 
daybooks, nominal analysis. Can link to CASHBOX. 

BILLSBOX (disk) price £19.99 
Balance brought forward Purchase Ledger with cash allocated over four 
priods. Prints remittance notes, aged credi t analysis, purchases analysis, 
labels, daybooks, nominal analysis. Can link to CASHBOX. 

CASHBOX (disk) price £19.99 
Double entry Nominal Ledger posting batches of 50 debits and credits, 
forecasts up to 999 accounts. Prints trial balance, balance sheet, profit and 
loss, budgets, audit trail. Can read SALESBOX and BILLSBOX files. 

Cheques/PCs/Further details/Dealer enquiries to : 

HARRIS MICRO SOFTWARE 
4g Alexandra Road, Hounslow, Middlesex TW3 4HP 

Telephone: (01) 570 8335 
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F•1rmware Brian Cadge explores the Dragon's ROM in a special series 
which builds up month by month into a firmware manual. 

THE DRAGON's ROM contains 16K 
of machine code routines for handling 
the screen, keyboard, graphics, and 
sound necessary for Microsoft Basic. 
Many of these routines are extremely 
useful for the machine code program
mer, and some can even be used 
directly from Basic. 

To use a "firmware " (ROM) routine 
in your own programs, it it necessary 
to know several pieces of information. 
Obviously, the entry address is re
quired, but also any special entry 
requirements, such as registers and 
memory locations which must be set 
up, and the exit conditions of the 
routines. 

This new series of articles will tell 
you all you ever wanted to know about 
the inner workings of the Dragon. 
Every useful ROM routine is given as 
well as a complete memory map of 
locations used. Each aspect of the 
firmware will be considered individual
ly,· starting this month with the casset
te handling firmware . Anyone writing 
assembly programs with any save! 
load options (such as adventure 
games, word processors, databases 
and the like) will find all the relevant 
information here. Many of the loca
tions given can also be PEEKed (and 
POKEd) by the Basic programmer to 
enhance a Basic program. 

Each section will take the form of a 
memory map showing all the useful 
locations which are used by the 
routines documented, followed by the 
firmware routine entry points and 
notes. Wherever possible, the Tandy 
Coco (extended Basic 1. 1) routine 
address will also be given in brackets. 
Generally the routines are identical on 
the two machines, differing only by the 
position in the ROM. 

By the end of the series you will 
have a complete " firmware manual" 
for your Dragon computer. 

The Cassette Operating System 
The Cassette Operating System (COS) 

routines deal with reading and writ ing files 
to tape. The various levels of the system 
allow reading and writing on the character 
by character, block by block, or whole file 
basis. Output is via the 6 bit D/A converter 
and input via an input zero crossing 
detector. The cassette interface operates 
at approximately 1500 baud (about 190 
characters per second) . 

A standard Dragon file is made up of the 
following sections on tape : 
1 A leader of bytes of value $55 (normally 

128) 
2 A filename block 
3 A 0.5 second gap of tape 
4 Another leader of value $55 
5 One or more blocks of data 

6 An End of file block 
Each block consists of the following : 

1 A leader byte of $55 
2 A Sync byte of $3C 
3 Block type byte 
4 Block length byte (0-255) 
5 Data bytes (up to 255) 
6 Checksum byte 
7 A trailer byte of $55 

The block type byte signals the type of 
information in the block. O = Filename 
block, 1 = Data block, 255 = End of File 
marker block. The checksum byte is calcu
lated by summing items 3, 4 and 5 
together. This is used to detect CRC 
errors . 

The Filename block is a special type of 
data block found at the start of all files . It is 
15 bytes long and contains the following 
information : 
1 Eight characters for the filename 
2 A file type byte 
3 An ASCII flag byte 
4 A gap flag byte 
5 Two bytes for the start address of 

machine code 
6 Two bytes for the entry address of 

machine code 
The file type byte signals the type of file 

which follows: 0 = tokenised basic, 1 = 
ASCII data, 2 = Binary. The ASCII flag 
byte is zero for binary files , non-zero for 
ASCII files . Finally, the Gap flag byte takes 
the value 1 for a continuous file , and 255 
for a file with start/stop gaps. 

COS Memory Map 
The following locations are those used 

by the cassette operating system. Most 
are set up before calling one of the COS 
routines. Some, such as the status byte, 
start address and error code, can be 
usefully PEEKed from basic. All addresses 
are given in decimal. Where two consecu
tive locations are given , the value is 16 bit 
with MSB first . 
110 Cassette 1/0 flag. This has the 

value 255 when cassette input or 
output is taking place. 

112 	 End of file flag. After a block is 
read, this location signals the end 
of file has been reached if it is set 
to non-zero. (This is the location 
used by the EOF (-1) command 
in Basic.) 

120 	 Cassette Status Byte. This can 
take three values. O means the 
cassette stream is closed , 1 
means the stream is open for 
input, and 2 means it is open for 
output. This location can be 
peeked from basic to avoid both 
'NO' and 'AO' errors from occur" 
ing 

121 	 1/0 buffer size. 
122-123 	Header buffer address , the 

address of the filename block in 
memory. Set up internally. 

124 	 Cassette Block Type. This is 
taken from the start of the block 
just read and is as detailed 
above. 

125 	 Cassette Block Length . This is 
the number of bytes which have 
been read, or are to be written. 

126-127 Cassette 1/0 buffer address. This 
contains the address of where to 
put a block of data read, or from 
where a block of data is to be 
written. 

128 	 Used internally for calculating the 
checksum . 

129 	 1/0 error code. This contains a 
code relating to the cause of the 
error. O = No error, 1 = CRC 
(checksum) error, 2 = attempted 
to load into an area where there 
was not RAM . 

130-132 Temporary locations used by the 
COS internally. 

144-145 Cassette Leader byte count. This 
is the number of bytes of $55 
output as the leader. This is 
normally set to 128, but can be 
POKEd to a larger value if you 
suffer from repeated 1/0 errors 
caused by over-sensitive ALC 
cassette recorders. 

149-150 Motor On delay. When the cas
sette motor on routine is called it 
performs a delay loop before 
returning ; this is effectively the 
length of the interblock gap on 
data files. The 16 bit value in 
these locations are used for the 
size of the delay loop. Initially, 
this is set to be about 0.5 
seconds; again , this can be 
changed to a larger value for 
cassette recorders which take a 
while to reach full speed. 

465 	 Length of the Filename. This is 
the number of significant charac
ters in the filename, and can 
range from zero to eight. 

466-473 Cassette filename to search for, 
or to write out. 

474-728 COS default 1/0 buffer. This is an 
area of memory used to load the 
filename block and ASCII data 
blocks into. If this contains a 
filename block, then the following 
locations can be peeked : 

474-481 Filename of file found 
482 File Type Byte (see tape format 

information) 
483 ASCII flag byte (see tape format 

information) 
484 Gap flag byte (see tape format 

information) 
485-486 16 bit entry address for m/c code 

programs 
487-488 16 bit load address for m/c code 

programs 
The following locations are different for 

the Tandy COCO machine: 
138-139 Motor On delay. The details are 

as for locations 149-150 above. 
146-147 Cassette Leader byte count . De

tails as for locations 144-145 
above. 

Next month , we conclude our look at the 
cassette operating system with a list of all 
the relevant firmware routines and their 
entry and exit conditions. 
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - --

What's your best source 
of information on 
col.oi- computing? 

"' Now you can improve your co10r computing skills . . . 
and it's easy to do. HOT CoCo gives you more practical 
inform'a:tion on the Dragon* than any other publica
tion. Nearly 150 pages a month! 

Every issue is packed with exciting new things for 
you to do. We won't waste your time with filler stories. 
You'll get instructive columns: 

•Elmer's Arcade-enjoy old-fashioned arcade 
style games on your computer 

•The Basic Beat-learn everything you need 
to program in Basic 

•The Educated Guest-discover how to use 
your computer as a teaching tool 

•Doctor ASCII-get answers to your 

technical questions 


•Graphically Speaking-create eye-catching 
designs that add appeal to your programs 

You also get a dozen easy-to-understand articles every 
month. Games .. . utilities ... programming techniques ... 
tutorials ... graphics . . . education ... hardware projects. 
They'll help you expand what you can do. And complete 
program listings show you how to use what you learn. 

That's not all. HOT CoCo saves you money too: 
•Candid. reviews help you make every 


purchase a sound investment. 

•Informative ads let you comparison-shop 
from home. 

•New-product announcements tell you what's 
available before it reaches the stores. 

With all this at your fingertips, your subscription 
could pay for itself with one wise purchase. 

Arid HOT CoCo is risk-free. If you don't like your 
first issue, just write "cancel" across the invoice and 
return it to us. You won't owe a thing. 

Subscribe to HOT CoCo today. Twelve big issues are 
only $44.97 (US funds drawn on a US bank). Simply fill 
out the coupon below and return it right now to: HOT 
CoCo Subscription Dept., PO Box 975, Farmingdale, 
NY 11737, USA. 

\ 
/ 

___ _.._,/ 

\~\\\~ • Dragon is a registered trademark of Dragon Data Ltd. 

YES! Help me improve my computing skills. Send me 
12 issues of HOT CoCo for $44.97 (US). I understand 
that with payment enclosed or credit card order I will 
receive a FREE issue, making a total of 13 issues for 
$44.97 (US). 
Get a 13th issue FREE when you enclose payment or 
charge it on your Masteroord, Visa, or American Expre8s. 

D CHECK/MO D MC D VISA D AE 

CARD #----------EXP. DATE, _____ 
SIGNATURE._________________ 

NAME,___________________ 

ADDRESS.__________________ 

POSTCODE_____~COUNTRY_______ 

HOT CoCo • 80 Pine Street • Peterborough, NH 03458 • USA 
73DFDU 
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Dragonsoft 

Rule Britannia 

Program: Britannia, Keydata, 

PO Bo~ 5, Lytham St Annes, 

Lanes FY8 4SH 

Price: £5.99 


IT'S refreshing to see that 

small software houses can still 

produce good material for the 

Dragon, and Keydata has put 

a lot of effort into this strategy 

game which asks you not to 

rule the world, but merely try 

to run Britain between the 

years 410 and 590 AD. 


It's a familiar theme, and 
one that's easy to do badly, 
but here you sit up from the 
start when a suitably grand 
piece of music is played from 
the cassette through the TV 
speaker to get you into the 
mood for the game. It's a nice 
touch, but would have been 
nicer if we didn't then have to 
sit through the screeching 
data loading. 

Never mind, once loaded 
you're given the option of re
suming a saved game, and 
asked if you wish to make use 
of the high-speed poke. My 
machine won't cope with th is, 
but even without it the re
sponses were fast enough. 
The story is that the Roman 
legions have had to withdraw 
from the country, leaving 24 
regions in England and Wales 
to fend for themselves against 
the marauding hordes of Sax
ons, Picts, Gauls and Scots. A 
numbered map is given for 
reference on the cassette in
sert, with a high-res display 
available to show you how 

you're faring against the 
enemy. 

Each province is capable of 
carrying various numbers of 
infantry, cavalry, mercenaries 
and so on, and the strategy 
problems aren't of feeding the 
population or growing pro
duce, but mainly mobilising 
troops to defend different 
areas under attack. You have 
to act quickly and hire troops 
in the various coastal pro
vinces, as the Gauls in the 
south and the Scots in the 
north will start trying to make 
inroads at once, and if they 
seize a province you'll have to 
move troops from elsewhere 
to try to retake it. 

The single-letter commands 
(also listed on the insert) allow 
you to send out scouts, attack 
and counter-attack, plead with 
Rome for help and so on : 13 
possible commands 
altogether. Apart from using 
troops, you can strengthen 
your provinces by putting up 
buildings, though naturally this 
eats into the old kitty. 

There are one or two minor 
irritations, such as the amount 
of information you have to sit 
through and try to take in at 
the end of each year when the 
reckoning 's done, but that's no 
great drawback and if, for 
instance, you enjoyed Dragon 
Data's Viking then you should 
give Britannia a try too. 

Mike Gerrard 

~ri~~ 

Screaming Abdabs 

Program: Screaming Abdabs, 
A & F Software, Canal Side 
Estate, Woodbine Street East, 
Rochdale OL16 5LB 
Price £6.90 
IF A & F Software continue at 
this rate they could very easily 
become a top Dragon soft
ware house. First, the excel
lent Chuckie Egg, and now 
this superb Manic Miner clone. 

The Manic Miner type of 
game is one of my favourites 
thus giving this game a distinct 
advantage. However, even 
those who mock this software 
breed will not be able to deny 
that this is an excellently de

signed and executed game. 
As has been said, it's a 

Miner clone, consisting of 35 
very complex screens, each 
more challenging than you are 
at first led to expect, and to 
negotiate these screens you 
get five lives plus a bonus life 
at 5,000 points. 

There is an option for 
keyboard or joystick, one to 
four players, and, although un
documented, pressing 'c ' 
changes the colour set. 

There is a pause facility but 
for some inexplicable reason it 
seems not to work when play
ing the game in keyboard 

New software for review should be sent to Dragon 

User. 12-13 Little Newport Street. London WC2H ?PP 


Reeling About 

reels , haven't you?) and 
giving you a stake of £1 , 
with each turn costing you 
1Op. The highest prize you 
can win is £2, though I was 
hard pressed just to stay in 
credit. 

The program includes a 
HOLD feature , and also a 
GAMBLE or COLLECT op
tion if you manage a win
ning line. 

GAMBLE means you 
can multiply your winnings 
if you can stop an arrow at 
a particular point on a 
scale. 

You may also NUDGE 
from time to time, though 
both nudges and holds 
came up rather too infre
q u en ti y for my liking . 
Pressing the space bar 10 
times in a row with no wins, 
no holds and no nudges is 
hardly a thrilling experi
ence. 

Bandito 's best feature is 
the graphics, which scroll 
round very smoothly in
deed, but even at £1 .99 I 
wouldn't be gambling my 
pocket money on this one. 

Mike Gerrard 

collect all the food on a given 
screen before you can collect 
the key and finish the screen; 
rather they imply that you can 
collect the key at any time. 

This game, apart from th 
very small niggles above, 
faultless . It looks good (ev 
the loading is great once ' 
realise that the compute 
not actually crashing 
meant to load that way!) !
what's more it plays 
which means no collision 
registered unless they ac1 
take place on screen (r~ ; 
players of Jet-Set Will} t 
know what I mean) and ti 
very well. ; 

This is yet another o~ 
the collection - unle~ 
course, you hate Manic ~ 
I wholeheartedly recom 
it. Jason 0 

Program: Bandito, Pocket 
Money Software, 41 Truro 
Road , St Austell , Cornwall. 
Price: £1 .99. 

LET ME declare my pre
judice right from the start 
and say that I've always 
thought one-arm bandit 
simulations to be just about 
the most useless use for a 
home computer, only mar
ginally more interesting 
than using one as a door
stop. 

That said, Bandito is 
reasonably well done , 
start ing with optional in 
structions (well , you 've got 
to know how to rotate the 

mode. 
The most interesting feature 

built into the game is the 
" Randomize" mode which , 
when selected, will pick any of 
the 35 screens, at random, for 
the player's enjoyment (!) 

The graphics are superb; if 
the screen looks cluttered at 
times it is due to the complex
ity of the game. 

This game not only features 
moving and collapsing plat
forms, it also has electric 
walls , transporters, moving 
beams (a la Donkey Kong 
Jnf) , switches, and the usual 
run of everyday objects turned 
mutant (we have screws, tele
visions, no toilets - sadly 
and scissors to name but a 
few) but they move in two 
dimensions - they move up 
and down as well as left and 
right. 

The unclear instructions do 
not tell you that you have to 
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Assemb1ly points 
Program: Al/dream, Grosve
nor Software, 22 Grosvenor 
Road, Seaford. East Sussex 
BN25 2BS. 
Price: £12.95. 

A FREOUENTL Y asked ques
tion is 'Which assembler pack
age should I buy?'. One of the 
best and most popular to date 
tor the Dragon has been the 
Dream range. This was origi
nally marketed by Dragon 
Data as Al/dream on cartridge 
and in two parts, Dream and 
Dreambug on cassette. Since 
the demise of Dragon Data the 
authors, Grosvenor Sofitware,. 
have taken over the· marketing 
and are now offering Afldream 
on a single casseue, cart.ridge 
or Dragondos disk. 

The cassette version of 
Alldream is reviewed here. 
The manual supplied i·S ex
tremely well written and pro
duoed .. it seems to be word
for-word identical to that pro
duced by Dragon Data, but at 
least Grosvenor have made it 
a decent si.ze (Dragon Data's 
manual! was only four inches 
by three inches). There are 
plenty of examples spnnkled 
throughout the text wi1th the 
mandatory program to fill the 
screen with a particular char
acter - why do all assembl'er 
man.ual:s have to 1inc1:uc1e this 
program?! 

Alldream is designed to the 
co-resident with Basic prog
rams and is loaded into re
served RAM alter issuing a 
CLEAIR statement. The lower 

' HIMEM is set, the more space 
you will get for the assembly 
language text The first sec
tion of Al/dream tha1 laces you 
is the screen editor. Dream 
cloes not use line numbers at 
all, and the editing commands 
are quite different from the 
Basic line edi,1or. All the 
keyboard characters now 
have autorepeal. and the caps
rock works backwarcls, which 
means that stlift+A gives 
lowercase " a". 

The cursor can be moved to 
any part ol lhe text file using 
the arrowed keys. Moving off 
the top or bottom of the screen 
causes it to scroll up or down. 
and using shi1ft and an 
arrowed key gives a much 
laster scroll for quick11y local
ing text. 

Assembly language com
mands are typed one per line 
and can be entered, if desired, 
with each ' field' tabbed to the 
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correct column to make the 
program easier to read, or just 
typed normal1y to save space. 
Inserting ·characters is very 
easily done; shift+ right arrow 
shuffles the characters to the 
right of the cursor along to 
make space. There is, howev
er, no automatic wrapround of 
text to lhe next 11ine, so charac
ters shifted on the end of the 
line are lost 

The Dream editor also has a 
number ol commands which 
are all preoeded by the Break 
1key. For ex.ample, Break-I willl 
inserts a blank line ready tor 
more I.ext, and Break-F/stringl 
will find the first occurrence o1 
'stringi' after the cursor. Wholle 
blocks of text can also be 
marked and copied, movedl or 
deleted. Once the text is com
p'leted it can be saved to cas
sette using the Break-S com
mand. Cassette files can also 
be mergedl and printed. 

The program is assembled 
using the Break-A command. 
Dream allows labels of up to 
six significant characters. Dur
ing the second pass, a listing 
ol the assembled program is 
oulpul., showing the address, 
op-codes and mnemonic. 
Errors are given as one· letter 
codes and t'he listing stops al 
an error until a key is pressed. 
The listing can also be paused 
by press·ing Break , and 
slowed dovtn by pressing 'B'. 

A new set of commands is 
now avai fable, preceded once 
again by the Break key. 
Break-P prints out an assem
bly listing of the program, and 
Break-X wiU run the program 
just assembled from the be
ginning, or from the addr·ess of 
a special l'abel starting with an 
'@' character. A nice leature 
of the assembler is the PUT 
directive, which a'llows prog1-
rams to be assembled to run 
at one address, but to be 
stored at another. Useful if you 
want programs which, will run 
where Dream is located. 

The Break.-G command 
takes you into the third section 
of the Al/dream package, the 
Dreambvg monitor program. 
Again , all commands are one 
letter long and are followed by 
one or more parameters. 
Numbers may be entered as 
ei1ther decimal or hex. 

Dreambug allows a number 
ol Brea:kpoints lo be ad'd'ed 
into your program. These 
an.ow the program to run nor
maJly until the Breakpoint 

address is reactied. Control is 
then passed to Dt:eambvg 
which will display a list o·f the 
CPU register contents and the 
ne·xt command to lbe ex
ecuted. Up 10 1 o breakpoints 
are allowed and these are 
a:ulomatically reset when the 
program ends. 

Another method of testing 
programs is using the tracing 
faoilities oi Dreambug. The 
6809 cpu operation is mimick
ed by 1he tracer which can 
execute· s ~ngle instructij ons 
and display the cpu r(l9ister 
contents between each. Alter
na.l~vely, inst1ructrons can be 
executed a set number of 
Umes, or unUI the contenls of a 
memory address change. 
Single stepping is a very 
powerful tool for debugging 
programs and 1is particul1arly 
well implemented in Dream
bvg. 

As an overal1I package 
Al/dream is hard to fault The 
editor is a joy to use and 
make·s Basie's line editor look 
feeble. The assembler sup
ports all the ;instructions and 
acldressing modes of the ·6809 
(certa in other popular 
assemblers do not!). The disk 
version ol Afldr:eam (called 
Dskdream) looks even beUer, 
all'owing assembly lo and from 
disk, giving the potential for 
huge programs to be assem
bled. If I had to lind tault with 
Alidream it wou'ld be thal ii 
only allows lines to be 32 
characters wide, which leaves 
only a few characi.ers for com
ments, and the •laci thal there 
are no built in commands tor 
saving binary code (assem
bled programs) t·O !ape, 
although this is quite possible 
using CSAVEM from basic. 

F·or the Al/dream, 
Dskdream, or Dragon Data 
Dream owner, Grosvenor 
Software have now released a 
program catled Dreamprt. This 
is a program wlitlen in Basic 
which allows Dream text mes 
to be printed out as •64 charac
ter wide lines. 

The idea !behind Dreamprt 
is that the Dream editor is so 
good it could be called a sim
ple word processor, so text is 
prepar·edi using th is and then 
printed out by loading in 
Dreamprt. The program takes 
every two lines ·of texl and 
printed! them as one. I.he.re is 
no formatting or right justifica
tion avaHable, al1hough th,is 
could have easily been im
pl1emented within the Basic 
program. 

The program allows a num
ber of characters to be sent to 

the printer before printing and 
at the start of each line, for 
example, the 'tab' character 1 
would be usefu'I on 80 corumn 
printers. 

Dreamprt does not make 
Dream a real 'wordprooessor', 
but it is 1ideal fo-r anyone who 
already owns a package in
cluding Dream and who wants 
to use it to prepare simple 
documents, suoh as letters or 
memos . Even at £4.50 
Dreamprt seems a llittle ex
pensi,ve for a program written 
enlirely in Basic, but it is a 
useful addition to the Dream 
range. 

Brian Cadge 

Slide. 
Program: Slide , Pocket 
Money Software, 41 Truro 
Road, St Austell , Cornwall. 
Price: £.1.99• 
SLIDE turns your TV screen 
into one of those pocket puz
zles where you have to push 
pieces around in order to ire- : 
lorm a picture or sequence of 
letters or numbers. In each o·f 
the three puzzles there is ' 
naturally ·one blank space to 
help you in this, otherwise the 
game would be a complete 

1 

non-starter. Mind you, I.l's not I 
much ol a starter as ii is. You 
use the arfow keys to move 
the blank piece round the 
board - a quite logica l , 
arirang·ement whereby the 
down arrow moves ii up and 
the lie.ft arrow moves it right. 
and soon. 

Each puzz'le is a six by 
seven grid, graded for difficul
ty. the easi1est being1 a straight
forward sequence o~ numbers, 
next easiest 'hexadecimal 
numbers from one to 29" and 
hardest is a map of t'he good 
old USA Pressing 'H' at any 
time willl show you the correct 
solution, and this stays on the 
screen ior as 101191 as you care 
to keep it the{e. 

I find this type of puzzle 
exceedingly tedious. and be
cause of this quicl<11~ noticed 
one glaring fault, whicll is that 
you can't quit a game to 
choose ano~her option. You, 
have IO· reload or ~i sk your luck 
with the reset butt.on. Even if 
you like this type of game, ii 
wourd seem easier to me to try 
the 1rea1 pocket variety: much 
neater than Dragon, tape deck 1 
and VDU, which I find tend to 
make my pockets bulge some
what. • Mike Gerrard 



I 

Disk Doctor is a very useful ram should be available short

Domino doctors disks and well written program ly. 

which will be genuinely useful Brian Cadge 


Program: Disc Doctor, 112 gives full information on all to users. If you can justify the 

Priory Avenue , Taunton , entries on the directory track. cost then I recommend it. A 

Somerset TA 1 1 YB The name, type, start end Delta Dos version of the prog

and execute addresses are 

displayed, together with the 


Price: £19.45 

DRAGONDOS is as reliable 
as any other 5" disk system, 
but disks do get corrupted, 
especially if you are prone to 
spilling coffee all over them! 
So you have your treasured 
program on a disk which has 
just fallen in the milk shake, 
and you'Ve forgotten to make 
a back up of the disk. Trying to 
run the program just gets you 
an ?RF error - what do you 
do? Answer, get the Doctor 
well the Disk Doctor anyway. 

The first real Disk Doctor 
program I have seen for Dra
gondos is from Domino Com
puting. This is supplied on two 
double sided disks which can 
be inserted either way up, 
giving you a total of four 
copies of the program. The 
'double' sided disks are really 
just single sided disks with the 
write protect notch and index 
hole punched out so that the 
unguaranteed side of the disk 
can be read. 

The purpose of all this is 
because the Disk Doctor disk 
cannot be copied because 
some of the sectors have 
been formatted in a format 
unknown to Dragondos, so the 
Backup command fails . Unfor
tunately, there are so many 
sticky labels all over the disk 
that it frequently got stuck in 
my drive and had to be prised 
out! 

The software is a mixture of 
protected Basic and machine 
code routines. As well as the 
Disk Doctor itself, there are a 
number of utilities offered . For 
example, all the 'killed files ' 
can be restored providing no 
new informtion has been put 
on the disk since the files were 
erased. The files appear as 
NAME.101 , NAME. 102 and 
so on in the directory. 

Another option allows you to 
view the files which are flag
ged as being erased from the 
disk, but are still in the direc
tory. Output can be sent to the 
screen or printer. All the files 
on a disk can have the protec
tion bit set or cleared in one go 
using the Protection option. 

One of the least useful utili
ties is to send a directory listing 
to the printer, that is a DIR to 
printer rather than screen . 
What's wrong with POKE 
111,254:DIR I want to know? 
A much more useful utility 

track and sector numbers 
used by the file . 

Dragondos owners have 
probably found for themselves 
that you can save a program 
to disk with no name as in 
SAVE" " , but you cannot kill it 
off, or rename it. Another of 
the utilities on this disk will 
rename all null-named files to 
DOMIN01 , DOMIN02 etc, so 
that you can rename them or 
kill them off. 

The final utility will verify all 
tracks and sectors of a disk, 
reporting faulty ones. It does 
this simply by using the 
SREAD command and trap
ping disk errors. 

Some of these utilities will 
probably be of use to most 
users from time to time, 
although most could easily be 
written yourself given the 
Dragondos Programmer's 
Guidebook. However, what 
makes this disk worthwhi le is 
the Disk Doctor program. 

This is fully automated , and 
works basically as follows. 
The program attempts to read 
through the corrupted disk, 
noting which sectors cannot 
be read. It then checks 
through the directory and finds 
which files use the corrupted 
sectors . These sectors are 
replaced with clean ones 
containing REM statements 
on the 'repaired ' disk. 

The program is not 100 per 
cent successful at restoring 
damaged disks , but performed 
very well on my few corrupted 
disks. Disk Doctor and its Utili
ties will work with either a 
single or double drive system. 
You are asked how many 
drives you have at the begin
ning of the program. Interes
tingly , the program will not 
perform operations on itself! 

If not for a couple of minus 
points I would suggest that 
Disk Doctor is a valuable must 
for all Dragondos owners. 
However, the price is not 
realistic at £19.45. The 'dou
ble sided ' method makes a 
mess of the disks the program 
is supplied on , and the manual 
is not up to much at all. 
However, the manual I saw 
was only a draft version , so 
perhaps it will be transformed 
into something decent for the 
production copy. 

Robin's no robbery 

Program: Robin Hood, Pock
et Money Software, 41 Truro 
Road, St Austell , Cornwall. 
Price: £1.99 

OUT OF the recent batch of 
Pocket Money re leases , 
Robin Hood was one of my 
favourites , one of the few I'd 
actually go out and buy. Okay, 
so it's an inferior version of 
The King, but it's still great fun 
to play and has many an 
amusing touch about it. In
stead of rescuing the blonde 
starlet from the clutches of the 
killer gorilla, you 're rescuing 
Maid Marion from the Sheriff 
of Nottingham's castle. In
stead of barrels , you 'll be 
bowled over by boulders , 

which the evil Sheriff tries to 
drop on your head from the 
ramparts at the top of the 
screen. He does follow your 
movements left and right be
fore dropping the rock, and 

get to Marion (all right, so 
didn't), there's then a bonus 
screen. 

Beyond that , I don't know, 
but while I'm sure it won 't have 
the complexity of The King or 
Manic Miner, at £1 .99 Robin's 
robbing no one. 

Mike Gerrard 

The pits? 
Program: Pit Fiend, Pocket 
Money Software , 41 Truro 
Road, St Austell , Cornwall. 
Price: £1.99 

CAN YOU pit your wits down 
the pits and collect together 
the nine pieces of a broken 
shield that have been scat
tered around the five different 
levels of the dungeon depths? 
You use the arrow keys to 
move your man round the 
mazes (corridors through 
brick-like structures) , with the 
'U ' and 'D' keys to move up or 
down a level provided you 're 
standing on one of the 
appropriate staircases that 
link the different levels. Move 
over a bit of the shield and it's 
filled in on the mini-shield at 
the foot of the screen. 

You start with three lives, 
and as in Microdeal games of 
yore you can choose from 
three different coloured 
screens , though anyone 
choosing the buff screen will 
need their eyes testing, after-

while that's not too much of a 
problem when you 're way 
down at the bottom, it creates 
a bit of bother as you climb up. 

Rather than a continual 
pathway with ladders, this is a 
platform-type screen, with 
Robin having to leap from 
place to place, trying to avoid 
a fall through to the moat 
beneath , and trying also to 
pick up the bags of gold and 
crowns for bonus points, and 
the key that you 'll need to. 
release the maidenly Marion. 
The top level of platforms also 
has several arrows winging 
their way across, just to add to 
the problems , though if you do 
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Datape11 
< A QUALITY LIGHTPEN 

I 

Datape'l 
< 

for the DRAGON 32 microcomputer 

£25 
inclusive of VAT, P&P. Two different drawing programs 
provided free with each lightpen. "SKETCH" and 
"SHAPE-CREATE".SKETCH is a superb high resolution 
colour drawing 
program allowing. 
both precise drawing 
and freehand sketching, 
painting etc. 
SHAPE-CREATE is a 
high resolution library 
shape drawing program. 

SUPERIOR PROGRAMS 
*Tape storage of your work 
*Good documentation 
*User routines provided 
on tape and on printout 

Also available for:-VIC-20, CBM-64 
or BBC B. Please state yourmicro 
when ordering. 

Send cheque or P.O. for£25 to : 

0.U.9 Datapen Microtechnology Limited, 
Kingsclere Road, Overton, Hants RG25 3JB 

SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE 
*Insensitive to ambient lighting 
* Responds to different colours 
*Program accessible LED lamp readout 
*Switch for program control 

" It differs from all other lightpens 
available for the Dragon in that 

it is a far more sophisticated 
beast... This program 

(Sketch)... clearly 
demonstrates 

the superiority 
of the Data pen" 

Popular 
computing 

Weekly, 
Dec. 15th 

Or send S.A.E. for details.Now available from good computer shops. 

The Dragon 

same day 
despatch 

* Unlimited vocabulary through using allophones. 

[~ 

* Easy to use In your Basic programs (and in machine code) .* Clear, audible speech.* Complete with Dragon Interface lead.* 12 months guarantee .* 2 FREE programs to get you started: Word Factory and Word 
Compiler. 

Animator and Scenario designer C:irlridge . Now you can design and run 
your own exciting machine code arcade games without any machine code 
programming. Design and move up to 1 O sprites, check for crashes, etc. 
Draw complex screen layouts in hi-res colour modes 1 and 3. Save your 
sprites and screens and use them together and in your basic programs too, 

· without the cartridge £19.95. 

. Add 50p P&P for orders under £5.00. Send Cheque/PO to: 

J. Morrison (Micros) Ltd 
Dept DUBBS, 4 REIN GARDENS 
TINGLEY, WEST YORKSHIRE WF31JR 

Send SAE for list of all games (0532) 537507 until 10 pm 
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\f\/izard 
Software 

COMPUTA FRUITA £5.95 
A de·luxe lruil machine simulalion presented in colourful high 
resolution graphics featuring: 4 drums. Spin, Respin . Hold. 
Gamble , Collect Nudge, Bounce. Blind , Cancel, Jackpot. Hi·Lo. 
Bonus . Roller. and Auto-Win . New drums manufactured for each 
game. 

JUMBO'S TROUBLES NEW £5.95 
A 100 per cenl machine code game presented in high resolution graphics . Guide JUMBO. an 
animated elephant. up and down !heladders in !he house lo collect avariety ot household items. 
Beware of !he revolving screws and Nokes which inhabit !he house as !hey will lry to slop you 
from repossessing their goods. Score. high score. lives remaining and bonus points are 
continuously displayed. 

TRACE CHASE NEW £4.95 
Acolourful 100 per cent machine code game presented in high resolution graphics . Move your 
man around the lines of !he grids but beware ol lhe chasers unless you can STOP !hem . 9 grids 
are provided . Number of lives , STOPS. and score are continuously displayed. One joystick
required . 

STARTING FRACTIONS £5.95 
A leaching program designed by teachers, for primary school children . which presents and 
leaches !he concept of a fraction . There are four units contained in !he program. !he firs! lhree 
deal respectively with HALF, QUARTER and THIRD. the fourth.unit deals with !he concept of 
"Fractions of Numbers" consolidating !he material learned in !he firs! three units. Atter each uni! 
!here is a !es! lo assess readiness lo proceed with !he next stage. 

TIME PORT 2- The Staff of Life £6.45 
The second adult strategy adventure game in !he Time Port series. containing acomplex lexical 
and logic analyser thal allows instructions lo be input as sentences containing articles, nouns. 
verbs. adverbs. adjectives etc. A game of logic and manipulation slruclured lo exercise your 
powers ol deduction, observation and association . Contains a game save lacilily. 
Also avallable; 
TIME PORT 1 £6.45 EVICTOR £4. 95 SMASH £3.95
DRAGON STARTREK £6.45 RED ALERT £4.95 DISMON £3.95STRATEGY £6.45 ALIENS+ £4.95 STARWORD 	 £2 .95 

£2.95 
£2.95 

DECATHLON 
TOUCHDOWN 

£5.95 
£5.95 

CLOWNS 
CRAZ I PLUMBER 
WIZARD 

£3 .95 
£3 .95 
£2.95 

TRIPLET 
SIR IUS IV 

All prices inclusive, mail order. cheques or postal orders to: 

WIZARD SOFTWARE, DEPT. DU, PO BOX 23 
DUNFERMLINE, FIFE KY11 5RW 

Send large SAE (7in x Sin) for ful/ program catalogue. 
Royalties paid for machine code DRAGON software. 



wards ·if not before. A supply The man plods round the 
of oxygen is running out at the corridors well enough, and the Fearless Freddie! right of the screen , while you game is quite tricky without 
also have to contend with the exactly having me coming Program: Fearless Freddie, & F's Chuckie Egg (which I am
pit fiends themselves , back for more. Pit Fiend is Microdeal , 41 Truro Road , St unreliably informed, was also
Pacman-like ghosts which about average among these Austell , Cornwall , PL25 5JE designed by Matthew Smith 
roam the corridors. Your de recent Pocket Money re Price: £1 .99 but no doubt you will correct 
fence against these is to bash leases, more or less what I me if I'm wrong). 
the space bar to send a spin expected the £1.99 range to A CONTROVERSIAL game in The graphics seem to range
ning knife in the direction provide. Okay, but not worth a· my house this one . People from the great to the intoler
you 're facing. Or it may be a full price release. either seem to love it or hate it ably bad. The screens are all
boomerang, as it does come Mike Gerrard - my advice is see it before well designed, the .features 
bouncing back to you . 0 !:>rl; - you buy. introduced sequentially and' 

"Money, money 
Program: Daybook, Cash Having entered the data, 
book, Sales and Purchase option 2 allows you to search 
Ledgers, Software Design, 80 for a particular record by the 
Woodroyd, Golcar, Hudders name, date, or amount. In the 
field , West Yorkshire. Ledger program it simply dis
Price: £14.95 plays an alphabetical list of all 

the account names. The 
SOFTWARE Design has re search seems to work quite 
leased a suite of accounts efficiently for a Basic program. 
programs for the cassette Option 3 allows you to 
based Dragon 32 and 64. The 'browse' through the records, 
software consists of three cas using the arrow keys to scroll 
settes, one for Daybook, one entries up or down. This op
for Cashbook, and one for tion uses the Dragon's display 
Sales and Purchase Ledgers. quite well with a simple win 
The author has provided dowing method. The record 
separate versions for 32K and currently at the top of the 
64K machines on either side screen can be viewed in full , 
of the cassette, rather than or edited if required. The edit
testing how much memory is ing procedure is rather clum
available from within the prog sy, each field is displayed and 
ram, presumably to save given a number, the user then 
memory. Indeed the whole enters the field number to be 
philosophy behind this soft changed, and the whole field 
ware seems to be memory is retyped. 
conservation. Selecting the sort option 

The general presentation is, allows an alphabetical or date 
to say the least, poor. The sort to be performed on the 
cassettes are supplied with data. This can take quite a 
brown paper inserts and the while with a lot of data in the 
instructions(!) are computer machine. Records can also be 
printed on a sheet of this printed out in form suitable for 
brown paper. The instruction your accountant to compre
sheet states that " Having hend. 
purchased a computer One of the best features of 
accounts program it is the set of programs is that files 
assumed that the user has are transportable across from 
some knowledge of both '', and the daybook and cashbook to 
you'll certainly need it! the ledger program via the 

Once the Basic program save and load options , which 
has loaded a very short piece saves a lot of unnecessary 
of machine code is then also typing. As with most of the 
loaded and the main menu is options, pressing Enter to any 
displayed. There are 10 op prompt will return you to the 
tions available in all of the main menu , useful if you 
programs. The first programs select a particular option by 
which should be used are the mistake. · 
cashbook, to enter credits and A lot of effort has ob
debits, and the daybook. Op viously gone into this soft
tion 1 is used to enter new ware, and indeed it seems to 
data, simple form fill techni have all the facilities neces
ques are used to enter the sary to 'Computerise ' the 
name, date, reference, dis accounts of a very small busi
count, cash, bank and so on of ness or individual. It seems a 
each record . The error check shame that the software is 
ing is very limited, and if the spoilt by being so un-user
amounts entered do not ba friendly simply to save mem
lance the message 'Incorrect ory. It is not fair to assume that 
Entry' is displayed. the user will be familiar with 

It's time for tea! 
Program: Tea-time , Mic There is an opiion to start at 
rodeal , 41 Truro Road , St Au any screen and a high score 
stell , Cornwall , PL.25 5JE table that keeps the top five 
Price: £1.99 sets of three initials in order. 

The thing that lifts this game 
THE STAR of my batch from out of the mediocre is its abso
Pocket Money, this is a good lutely superb look. It is very 
game, programmed better neatly laid out, plays all its 
than a lot of those retailing for tunes without disastrously flat 
£8 in Microdeal 's main range. notes and has a very clever 

The game, however, does compartment layout using a 
not have enough sophistica sub-screen/border technique 
tion to be worth the higher to great effect. 
price and so is justifiably The game almost gets a five 
placed in this range. out of five rating but doesn't 

The aim of the game is to have that addictive quality to 
control a tea pot which must give the player the urge to 
first catch falling tea drops and load it up. When it's in , the 
then avoid deadly sugar " one more game" syndrome 
cubes. The game has several operates efficiently but it's a 
shades of Bubble Buster; matter of the urge to load. 
Data fall within it but plays con In short then, a good game 
siderably better than them. that handles nicely and looks 

There are three screens great. 
which repeat in turn, each time Jason Orbaum 
being more difficult than the 
last. They are well designed, 
excellently laid out, and very 
challenging . 

I think it's great, if untidy. 
The idea of the game is to 
collect all the objects on a 
screen avoiding the various 
monsters a la Manic Miner. 
Only this game is different 
from its revered predecessor. 

Firstly it has no jump, only 
left and right. Upwards move
ment is obtained by getting 
onto lifts. Secondly, it has no 
limit on the distance you can 
fall so long as you don't end 
up in a cauldron or a fireball! 

In many respects in fact it 
bears more of a similarity to A 

neatly, and when you are used 
to the game there is skill level 
two to play which appears to 
go on for ever! 

The character is an incoher
rent mess graphically as are 
some of the foods and I have 
already found one bug in the 
game as well as a couple of 
design flaws but despite this I 
still enjoy loading the game up 
for a quick touch of the daring 
doos! 

Jason Orbaum 

computers or even accounting 
to that extent. The instructions 
are wholly inadequate, even 
rambling on about how strings 
are stored within the Dragon's 
memory (very interesting to a 
business user!) when no
where near enough has been 
said about the progams them
selves. 

All this is not to say that the 

software is not useful. If you 
are prepared to work out how 
to use the programs largely for 
yourself, and have a cassette 
based system, then this suite 
of software will serve as an 
introduction to computer 
accounting. 

Brian Cadge 
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The numbers game

part two 


Pam D'Arcy has had so much mail about her disassembler for beginners in the June issue that she 
has had to extend it - · this month, how to dump to printers, · and loading machine code 

programs with offsets 

HAVING GIVEN you a 'disassembler for 
beginners' , thinking that beginners cannot 
afford printers, the requests are coming in 
for a printer option - and lots and lots of 
queries regarding loading machine code 
programs with offsets. 

Print-out option 
The screen display is not compiled 

sequentially so I have taken the easiest 
option for all of us - appendage of a 50 
byte TEXT SCREEN DUMP SUB
ROUTINE to the existing code invoked by 
the 'K' key press requiring just 3 bytes of 
existing code to be amended (by POKEs 
direct from the keyboard) . 

Saved as a separate entity, the text 
screen dump subroutine can be used , 
once loaded, from other programs and 
direct from the keyboard (EXEC15211 ). If 
used in the latter mode, should the screen 
be full , the top line will be lost because of 
automatic scrolling following typing in of 
the EXEC statement. 

Amending the assembler using the hex 
loader program 

Load the HEX LOADER program and, 
should you want to cross check the total 
checksum of the routine being appended , 
amend line 42 to read : 
42T=O: FOR N=15211RO15260 
then type CLEAR 200, 12001 

Load the existing DISASSEMBLER into 
memory (at address 12001) 

Enter the new code (Listing 2, DIS
ASSEMBLER HEX DUMP) and RUN42 
should you want' to cross-check the data 
entry. 

From the keyboard, change 3 bytes of 
the original DISASSEMBLER thus : 
POKE 12226,23 
POKE 12227,11 
POKE 12228, 166 
(tape) CSAVEM"progname", 12001, 
15260,12001 
(disk) SAVE "progname", 
12001, 15261, 12001 
and away you go! A sample of the dump is 
given covering the changed bytes (Listing 
3) - bytes $2FC2 (12226+) and $3B6B 
(15211+ ). 

Amending the program using an 
assembler 

An Assembler source listing is given 
(Listing 1 ). Using DSKDREAM, the sequ
ence followed was: 
CLEAR200, 15210 
RUN"DSKDREAM.BIN" 

enter, save source, assemble & quit 
CLEAR200, 12001 
LOAD existing disassembler 
POKE 12226,23 
POKE 12227,11 
POKE 12228, 166 
SAVE "newname", 12001, 15261, 12001 
(I know 15259 is actually sufficent for 'end 

address+ 1' - I am keeping it the same as 
the hex load amend which includes 2 null 
bytes for rounding reasons!) 

Ameding the 'K' key 
Should you wish to change the key to be 

pressed to give the printer dump, the new 
key value should be POKEd into 12220. 

386B * 
386B SCREEN PRINTER DUMP* 
3B68 * 
386B 
3B6B AS.SEMBLED USING DSl<DREAM* 
3B6B AFTER CLEAR 200, 1521121* 
386B 
3B6B 
3868 commence with CRCautomatic LF>* 
3B68 86121D DUMP LDA #$00 
386D BD80121F JSR $800F ;Print ROM 
3870 8E1214121121 LDX #$4121121 ;scr.start 
3873 
3873 convert text screen ('POKE'>* 
3B73 chars to ASCII for print* 
3873 A68121 NEXTCH LDA ,x+ 
3B75 817F CMPA #$7F 
3877 22121E 8HI PRINT ;graph.chr 
3B79 812121 CMPA #$2121 
3B7B 221214 BHI NOTLOW 
3B7D 8A60 ORA #$6121 ; lowercase 
387F 21211216 BRA PRINT 
3881 
3B81 816121 NOTLOW CMPA #$6121 
3B83 251212 BLO PRINT ;caps 01< 
3885 84BF ANDA #$BF ;non-alpha 
3887 
3887 8D8121IZIF PRINT JSR $8IZllZIF 
3B8A 
3B8A * CR<LF> if end of screen line 
3B8A 1F10 TFR X,D ;next addr 
3B8C C41F ANDB #$1F ;rem./32 
3B8E 261215 BNE CHl<END ;not integ 
3890 
3890 86121D LDA #$IZID 
3892 BD8121121F JSR $81210F 
3895 
3B95 *check for end of screen reached 
3B95 8C12160121 CHl<END CMPX #$60121 
3898 26D9 BNE NEXTCH 
3B9A 39 RTS 
389B 
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DISASSEMBLER HEX DUMP 

15211 B6 0D BD B0 0F BE 04 00 A6 B0 919 
15221 B1 7F 22 0E B1 20 22 04 BA 60 737 
15231 20 06 B1 60 25 02 B4 BF BD 80 942 
15241 0F 1F 10 C4 1F 26 05 86 0D BD 668 
1S251 B0 0F 0c 06 00 26 D9 39 00 00 601 

OVERALL CHECKSUM TOTAL 3867 

The values are listed in the Dragon manual 
(pp. 136-137). 'With shift key' are the 
normal values. Byte 12220 currently con 
tains 75 (K) . To change it to , say 'P' POKE 
12220,80 

Loading maching code programs with 
offset 

This facility enables relocatable 
machine code to be positioned elsewhere 
in memory. Loading from cassette with 
offset (=value to be added to the LOAD 
and EXEC address) is described on p. 135 
of the manual. Note that DISK loading with 
the optional parameter is DIFFERENT 
(and easier!) from tape loading. 

To take Belgian reader Maarten Van 
Warnelen 's enquiry: " Do you know a way 
to put a machine code program higher in 
memory, say the disassembler at address 
29000?" 
1) Calculate the offset = required 
address - current load address = 
- 12001 = 16999 
2) CLEAR 200,29000 
3) CLOADM "progname" , 16999 

load 
29000 

4) The address that a program is saved 
from becomes its 'normal ' load address. 
Sho1:Jld it be preferable to normally load the 
disassembler at this address, save it 
anew: 
CSAVEM"newname" ,29000,32259,29000 

Subsequent CLOADM 's without offset 
will load this version in at 29000. (As 
mentioned in the article , some identifica
tion of load address as part of the program 
name is a great aide memoire - eg. 
DIS29000) . 

Should you have completely forgotten a 
tape program's load address and do not 
possess a decent tape catalogue program, 
CLOADM it then from the keyboard enter: 
PRINT PEEK (157)*256+ PEEK (158) 
PRINT PEEK (126)*256+ PEEK (127) 

The former gives you the EXEC address 
of the newly loaded machine code prog
ram which - unless you are unlucky! 
will also be the LOAD address. The latter 
gives you the END ADDRESS + 1 occu
pied by the program just loaded. 

Loading machine code programs at a 
lower address in memory 

BASIC will not allow you to include a 
minus sign with the offset (FC error re
sults) , so we are forced to 'cheat' the 
system using the 'magic' number 65536. 
Example: load the disassembler at 10000 
instead of at 12001 : 
1) Take 65536, subject from it the 'normal ' 
load address, add to the result the required 

load address = required offset = 65536 
12001 = 53535 + 10000 = 63535 
2) CLEAR 200, 10000 

3) CLOADM"progname", 63535 
4) Again, the program may be saved from 
this position to become a version with this 
as the 'normal ' load address : 
CSAVEM "newname", 10000, 13259, 
10000 

Why hex dump listings rather than 
source code? 

Perhaps the Editor ought to answer this 
one, but Maarten also asks why there is 
such a proliferation of number dumps 
when readers are keen to practise with 
their Assemblers? Suffice to say that it 
took me three attempts to get the dis
assembler article short enough to be 
accepted in the first place and the source 
listing is 12 pages long . . . ?!!! 

Sample dump taken using 
amended program 
$2FC2 170BA6 LBSR LABEL >Amended 

$3B6B instruction 
$2FC5 200A BRA LABEL 

$2F01 
$2FC7 811218 CMPA #$08 
$2FC9 2606 BNE LABEL 

$2F01 
$2FCB EC8CAF LOO LA8EL,PCR 

$2F70 
$2FCE E08CB4 STD LABEL,PCR 

$2F85 
$2FD1 17FF34 LBSR LABEL 

$2F08 
$2FD4 EC8CAE LDD LABEL,PCR 

$2F85 

$3B6B 860D LDA #$00 
$3B60 BD800F JSR $8121121F ea 
$387121 8E1214121121 LDX #$1214121121 
$3B73 A680 LDA ,X+ 
$3875 817F CMPA #$7F 
$3B77 220E BHI LABEL 

$3B87 
$3879 812121 CMPA #$2121 
$3B7B 221214 BHI LABEL 

$3B81 
$3B70 8A60 ORA #$60 
$3B7F 212106 BRA LABEL 

$3887 
$3B81 816121 CMPA #$60 

$3B83 2502 BCS LABEL 
$3887 

$3885 84BF ANDA #$BF 
$3B87 BD81210F JSR $800F ea 
$388A 1F10 TFR X,D 
$3B8C C41F ANDB #$1F 
$3B8E 261215 BNE LABEL 

$3895 
$3B90 860D LDA #$00 
$3B92 BD81210F JSR $800F ea 
$3B95 8c1216121121 CMPX #$12161210 
$3B98 26D9 BNE LABEL 

$3B73 
$3B9A 39 RTS 
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IF YOU'RE bemoaning the lack of new 
Dragon adventures over the usually quiet 
summer months, then Don't Panic! The 
Scott Adams conversfons from Adventure 
International are said to be almost ready, 
though it 's getting to the stage where I'll 
believe them.when I see them. Meanwhile, 
I've been looking at an old title from 
Peaksoft called ... Don't Panic. I picked 
this up from Peaksoft proprietor Harry 
Whitehouse at the second 6809 show, 
where the two-adventure tape was on sale 
for a very reasonable £2.50. Harry was 
very modest about the contents, describ
ing them as old-fashioned text adventures, 
but as they were unfamiliar to me I thought 
I'd give them the once-over and I'm glad I 

"did . 
Both adventures load together and 

yo4're asked at the start if you 'd like to 
tackle Towers of Death or The Ice King
dom. While it might appear from that that 
each of these is only half-an-adventure in 
size, they do take up about 24K of memory 
altogether; and of course much of the 
actual core program is the same for both, 
avoiding duplication. 

The Ice Kingdom sends you in search of 
the Tome of Understanding, which lies 
somewhere to the east of the Black Moun
tains, and that's all ·you 're told about the 

. Tome. You start in your own village, with 
nothing at all to aid you . The location 
description, visible objects and obvious 
exits are all stated at the top of the screen, 
with your " What Now?" prompt beneath. 

I wandered through some leafy paths 
and dark woods (more smart economy, as 
some of these appear in both adventures!) 
till I found a poacher's hut and our old 
friend the axe. Also some bees and 
flowers. Then I went up into the moun~ains 
to met an even older friend , the bear in the 
cave, and no prizes for guessing what he 
wanted . Unfortunately as I was just about 
to go past him, the program crashed with a 
syntax error. I must stress that this was 
due to some garbled data on my copy of 
the tape, and not to a fault in the program 
itself, so I'm sure Peaksoft will quickly 
replace it. 

Towers of Death worked perfectly, and 
allowed me to see that there are quite a lot 
of locations and interesting problems tuck
ed away in these two titles. 

This second one begins : " There is an 
old legend which states : 'When the Eagle
Man of Alabaster enters the Obsidian 

Towers, the evil curse will be lifted .' Your 
mentor has sent you to find the old sage of 
the woods and to test the legend!" 

It didn't take me long to find the old 
sage, though he didn't have any old onions 
with him, and he gives you some helpful 
advice which it 's best not to follow straight 
away. Make sure you 've explored every 
nook and cranny first , in the 11 glades, 
desert, mountains and crags of the initial 
batch of locations. I quickly found also the 
large gates marking the Obsidian Towers, 
but as there was rather a nasty sound 
coming from behind them and I didn't think 
I was quite equipped to deal with it yet, I 
left them alone. 

The text in these two adventures is very 
brief, and the word recognition and other 
features are fairly primitive, as Peaksoft 
admits, but nevertheless for £2.50 the pair 
they're worth having if you haven't seen 
them and are desperate for adventure. 

Even if you are desperate I wouldn 't , 
recommend this month 's only new title , 
Escape from Hell House from Libra Soft
ware. This comes with a version of Invad
ers on the other side, and to get that out of 
the way it is very crude and slow, with poor 
collision detection, poor response from the 
laser base to movement keys/joystick, and 
finally you can't actually fire when your 
base is moving. 

On to the adventure, for what it's worth . 
The scenario is summed up very easily: 
" You are trapped in Hell House. The 
house has three floors with four rooms on 
each floor. You must solve the problems of 
escape.'' On each of the three levels, then , 
there are rooms to north, south, east and 
west of you , with each move you make 
using up 1O of your 200 energy units. 
There is some food in one of the rooms, 
and this adds to your energy level when 
eaten. There are 14 commands available 
to you through single letter inputs, plus 
movement commands, so 'P' for instance 
means 'Pick it up,' while 'M' means 'Use 
the magnet,' which does tend to give part 
of the game away. 

There's an instant death routine on each 
floor, curiously enough each being accom.
panied by a spelling mistake: to slow he 
got you, he ask's for the pass word and 
sorry that did no good your dead. This 
gives you some indication of the level of 
the game, which is pretty low, and pretty 
limited. 

But on to brighter things, and readers' 
letters. It's obvious that many of you are 
stuck in Madness and the Minotaur, judg
ing by the requests I've had for hint sheets, 
and those should all have reached you by 
now. One went to Tim Lees of The 
Cottage, Tabora, London Road, Brighton 
BN1 8QA, who in addition is having trouble 
with a game called Quest, from Dragon 
Data (RIP). This is a new one to me, but 
Tim's problem is not of trolls and treasure 
but of " RG Error in 5130" just as he's 
getting towards the end of the game. If 
anyone else has come across that and 
found the correction needed then can you 
let Tim know? 

Tony Barker of 71 Crows Road, Epping, 
Essex CH16 5DH asks for text adventures 
with lots of ores and goblins to fight, as he 
prefers the Fighting Fantasy style to 
straightforward adventuring. I've recom
mended Monsters and Magic from Touch
master at £3.95, Sword and the Sorceror 
(£3.95, Blaby Computer Games) and to a 
lesser extent Keys of the Wizard (£8.00, 
Microdeal). This isn't really my type of 
game, though, so if anyone's any better 
suggestions why not write to Tony direct. 

Someone offering and asking for help is 
Tim Urwin , 11 Mercia Avenue, Kenilworth, 
Warwickshire CV8 1 EU . Tim can give help 
with Ring of Darkness, Towers of Death 
and Timeport 1, and in return needs help 
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on Timeport 2, Syzygy, Madness and the 
Minotaur and Return of the Ring. Tim's 
also trying to get hold of copies of Trea
sure Tambe and Cr;stal Chalice from 
Dungeon Software, if anyone can help him 
there. 

The dreaded El Diab/era turns up yet 
again, with Howard Billington asking for 
help in five different places: 
1) How to get past the man with the 
machete after gazing at the yellow pool. 
2) Where to dip the stick. 
3) Where to find the desert beetles. 
4) What's the significance of the lizard, 
snake and crow. 
5) How to turn into an aminal. 

Howard's address for help on those is 
Homeways, 14 Rafborn Avenue, Salen
dine Nook, Huddersfield HD3 3UJ. Also in 
need of 9iabolic help is Stephen Cogan of 
674 King Lane, Leeds LS17 ?AR, who's 
looking for an eagle and some magic 
beads. 

Andrew Bet! of Mill Cottage, Little Carl
ton, Louth, Lincolnshire LN11 BHP, is an 
example of how not to write a letter! 
Andrew is stuck in Black Sanctum, and 
asks me how he can beat it. I've written 
back to Andrew trying to help him, but it's 
very difficult to answer a general question 
like that, when you don't know if the 
player's stuck at the first problem, the last 
problem, or anywhere in between. Please 
ask specific questions where you can, and 
I'll do my best to answer them or put you in 
touch with another reader who can . .. 

Someone kindly offering help on the first 
two parts of The Ket Trilogy is Mathew 

Lodge, "Maen Melin' ', Holmes Chapel 
Road, Lach Dennis, Northwich, Cheshire 
CW9 7SZ. Mathew managed to find a bug 
in The Mountains of Ket which allowed him 
to score 101 per cent in solving this part. 
Unfortunately you only get the code word if 
you score exactly 100 per cent, so Mathew 
had to go back and do it properly. What 
Mathew discovered is that when you 've 
traded the Goblin Gazette for gold from the 
goblin who is bored , you can change the 
gold for 50 coins, then go back to re-buy 
the Gazette for two coins, give it straight 
back for more gold, and then go on doing 
this until , as he says, you get fed up of it. 

Malcolm Shazell , 294 Saltash Road, 
Keyham, Plymouth PL2 2DG, needs help 
on Castle Blackstar, another title I'm not 
familiar with, so if anyone out there is 
playing or has played it , perhaps you'd get 
in touch with Malcolm. Richard Cernoch of 

New House Farm, Tytherington, Wotton
under-Edge, Glos GL 12 2QB, has lost his 
original instruction book for Madness and 
the Minotaur, and wonders if anyone can 
spare him one? 

Finally those clues promised last month 
on The Cricklewood Incident, courtesy of 
Paul Watson, so if you don't want to know 
about them then stop reading here. 

Still with us? Right, then to begin with 
you must catch the bus to the DHSS and 
sign on, go east to the Garden Centre to 
buy some shrubs, then to the Sauna to get 
an iron bar. This you use in the Cheese 
Shop to hit the Greek in order to get a map, 
and then you buy a truss and some travel 
sickness pills in the chemist. 
. That's as far as I'll take it this month, so 
with my travel sickness pills and my trusty 
truss in my hand, I'll leave you and march 
off towards next month's column. 

Adventure Helpline 
To help puzzled adventurers further, we line, 12/13 Little Newport Strei, Lon-
are instituting an Adventure Helpline - don WC2H ?PP. As soon as enough 
simply fill in the coupon below, stating entries have arrived, we will start print-
the name of the adventure, your prob- ing them in the magazine. 
lem and your name and address, and Don't worry- you'll still have Adven
send it to Dragon User Adventure Help- ture Trail to write to as well! 

Adventure ................................................................................................................. . 

Problem ......... ............................................................................................................. . 


Name .......................................................................................................................... . 

Address ...................................................................................................................... . 


.......................................................................................................... Sept 85 


64 PRINCE STREETORON ROCHDALE, LANCS 
OL16 5LJSOFTWARE 

This is just a small selection of our range of Dragon Software. Our full list 
contains over 200 items. Write for your free copy. 

MICRODEAL CABLE SOFTWARE TOM MIX 


Speedracer ...... .. .. .. .. 6.70 Quazimodo . ............ 5.90 Buzzard Bait ............ 7.95 

Athletyx ................. .. . 6. 70 Zak's Son .. ...... .. .. .. ... 5.90 Cu'ber . ................... 6.70 

Cuthbert Cooler .. ...... 6.70 Fantasy Fight ........... 5.90 Katerpilla 2 .............. 6.70 

Time Bandit.. ............ 6.70 Hoembase .. ............. 5.90 
 SALAMANDER
Mud Pies ... .. ............. 6. 70 
 A & F SOFTWARE Cricklewood ............ 4.95 

Two or more ........ .... . 6.50 

All others .................. 6. 70 


Chuckie Egg ......... .. .. 6.50 Data System ......... 10.95 

Screaming Abdabs .. . 5.90 Everest.. ........ .. ........ 6.50 


MICRODEAL SPECIALS Fishy Business ........ 5.50 
DESIGN DESIGN 
Air Traffic Con .. .. ...... 2.99 Franklin 's Tomb ....... 5.95 

Dragan·Hawk ........... 2.99 
 Rommel's Revenge 6.50 

SILLY SOFTWARE 
El Diablero .. .......... ... 1.79 
 SPECTRAL 
Flag ...... .. ...... ...... ...... 1.79 Movie Producer ....... 4.70 

Ice Castles . 6. 70 Ghost Attack ............ 1. 75 
 LOTH LORI EN 
Golf .... ..... ................. 2.99 MELBOURNE HOUSE 

Johnny Reb ............. 5.95 

Keys of Wizard .... .... . 2.99 
 Horace Skiing .......... 4.95 
 Roman Empire ........ 5.95 

Space Raiders .. ...... .. 1.99 

Space Wars ............. 1.99 OASIS
PEAKSOFT 
Juniors Revenge .... .. 2.99 Tim Love's Cricket ... 7.20 Dragon Ches~ .... 7.95 
POCKET MONEY INCENTIVE SPECTRA VISION 
Bandito ........ ... .... .. ... 1.99 The Ket Trilogy ........ 7.95 Quickshot 2 ........... 13.45 

Fearless Freddy .... .. . 1.99 Back Track ........ .. .. 5.20 

Tea Time .......... .. ...... 1.99 
 MICRODEAL 

ADDICTIVEPit Fiend ................... 1.99 10 C15 Cassettes .... 5.00 
Football Manager .... 4.95 

WINTERSOFT Our free peripherals 
OCEAN price list is 

Return of Ring .......... 7.95 Hunchback .. .. .. .. ...... 5.90 available on request. 
Ring of Darkness .. .. .. 7.95 

ALL PRICES FULLY 
INCLUSIVE. 

SOFTWARE PROJECTS CHANNEL 8 
Arrow al Death ....... 4.95 

Jet Set Willy ...... 6.50 
Manic Miner ............. 6.50 


Feasibi lity Exp ......... 5.95 

Perseus & Androm .. 4.95 


IMPSOFT 
IMAGINEChicken Run ........... 6.50 


Fruity ... ..................... 3.95 
 Arcadia ...... . ............. 3.95 
Cosmic Cruiser. ... 3.95 
Leggit.. .. .. .. .............. 3.95 

Please make all cheques payable to Oron Software. 

There are no hidden extras, no postal charges, no membership fees! ! 


The price you see above is the price you pay!! 


·.···.·.. ... ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.··.·.··.·.·.··.·.··· ·······························••.•.···· .. 

SUMMER SAVERS 

DRAGON (32 + 64) .PRESTEL PACKAGE ~~ 

1200/75 Rom Software and Prism 1000 Modem .. .. .... .. .... £79.95 t.:· 
Dragon 64 OS-9 communications software 

" Modem" 300 baud , upload, download and manipulate tiles 
:- under OS-9 .. .. .. ... .... .. .. .. ... ... ... ... .. ... ... .. .. ... ... .. .. .. .. .. ........ £29.95 ;· 
:· Dragon 64 cassette communication software 300 baud ... £15.00 

Dragon 32 300 baud package (RS 323 + cassette + cable) 
:; 40 Col screen, upper & lower case text , toggle printer 
" on/off ..... .......... ........... .. ........... ....................... .... ... .... ..... .... £60 
:· Buzzbox 300/300 modem .... ..... ..... ................................... £79.95 
;: Modem 1000 1200/75 ... .. ........ ..... .. ..... ....... ... ...... .. ........ .... £47.95 

~~ 	 Te/~~~d£~;9~~o).~.s~8.~:. ~.~??~7.~ : .7.~1~.~??: .~??~~?? ... .. £149.95 

" " SAE PLEASE FOR FURTHER DETAILS " " 
~ 	 ~ 
~~ 	 Dynacalc (excellent s~e~~~h~e~RGAINS NOW £29.50 

Stylograph (W/p with spellcheck) WAS £79.95 NOW £42.00 
R.M.S. (database) NOW £29.50 

.• Basic 09 NOW £24.50 
:: Editor/assembler/debug NOW £37.00 
:· 'C' compiler NOW £37.00 

Pascal NOW £37.00 
Stock recording NOW £29.50 

:· Cash + VAT NOW £24.50 

CONTACT US FOR ALL YOUR COMPUTER NEEDS 

COTSWOLD COMPUTERS 

6 MIDDLE ROW, CHIPPING NORTON, OXON =.: 

Tel: 0608 41232 

LEASING INSTANT CREDIT 
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GAMESMANSHIP 

For Dragon 32/64 (Tandy version $) 

ARCADE 
Jet Set Willy . .. . 6.50 Touchstone .. . .. . 6.50 30 Lunar Allack .. .. .. 6.75 

Manic Miner .. . . .... 6. 75 Dark Star .. .. .... 6.75 Speed Racer .. $6 .50 

Time Bandit .. $6 .50 Football Manager .. . .. 4.95 Screamin Abdabs ... .. .. 5.75 

Athletyx .... 6.50 Cuthbert in Cooler . $6 .50 Tubeway Army ... . ... 6.75 

Moopies . $6 .50 Cuthbert in Space .. ... 6.50 Rommels Revenge ...... 6.75 

Tim Loves Cricket .. . 7.20 Cu thbert in Mines ... ... 6.50 Chuckie Egg .. ....... .. 6.75 

World of Flight. $6 .50 Cashman ... . 6.50 8 Ball Pool .. .......... 6.50 

Mr Dig .. .. 6.50 Ball Track .. .. 5.50 Ice Castles .. . $6 .50 

Grabber .... 6.50 Johnny Reb .. .. . . 5.75 Luner Rover Pa trol . $4 .99 

Draconian .. . . . 6.50 Chambers .. 6.50 30 SE tOOAB Allack.. 6.75 

Demolition Derby ....... 6.50 Qua simodo ...... .. . 5.75 
All Pocket Money Range are £1 .99 

***SEPTEMBER SPECIAL: DOWNLAND RRP 8.00 only 4.95* * * 

ADVENTURES 
Syzygy .. . .... .. 6.50 The Ques t. . .. .. . 3.99 

Ket Trilogy .. . 8.45 Return of Ring . .. .. . 8.45 


ANY OF THESE BELOW, 2 FOR £9.95 

The Hulk .. . .. . 6.75 Time Machine .. . 6.75 Voodoo Castle .. . .. .... 6.75 

ArrowofDeath1 t2 . 6.75ea Savage lsland 1!2.. .. 6.75ea 


DISKS 
Cuthbert in Space .. .. .. . 8.45 Cuthbert Goes Walkabout 8.45 Danger Ranger .... .. . 8.45 

Dungeon Raid .... .. 8.45 Mr Dig .. .. 8.45 Pengon .. . .... 8.45 


UTILITIES 
.... 4.95 


Rainbow Writer Disk . 19.95 Telewriter.... t7 .95 Tele Forth .. 

Rainbow Writer .. .. . 17 .95 Machine Language Tutor 13.50 Tele Artist.. .. 

.. .. 8.45 
Basic Programming ... . 9.75 Telemoo (for writ er) ..... 8.45 Tele Tutor .. .. ........ 8.45 

PERIPHERALS 
Quickshot with Dragon Interface ..... 11.50 Quickshot II with Dragon Interface . . 13.00 

Joystick Interface 2 Sockets .. . 8.25 Troian Light Pen .. 16.50 


SPECIAL OFFERS 
The King .... .. .... 3.99 Dungeon Raid ........... 2.75 Keys of Wizard .. ........ 2.75 
Katerpillarll ........... 3.99 DangerRanger .......... 2.75 Juniors Revenge .. ... 2.75 
Devil Assau lt . .. .. 2.75 Arcadia .. . .. .... 2.75 Cosmic Cruiser .. ..... .. 2.75 
Pedro .. 2.75 Frogger . .. ....... 2.75 Glaxxions ... . .. .. 2.75 

* * *Cuthbert in the Jungle RRP 8.00 only £3.99 * * * 
Cheques/PO to Gamesmanship, 65 Cassiobury Avenue, Bedfont, Middx TW14 9JE. 
SAE for full lists, state micro. Ring 01-B90 5636 (09.00-20.00) for friendly service. 

Overseas orders welcome. please add 50p per tape 

GROSVENOR SOFTWARE 
ALLDREAM - Editor/Assembler/Monitor/Disassembler 
"The best Editor Assembler in the world. " A dream come tru e. " 


Cassette £12.95,Cartridge £22.95, Disk (Dragondos) £19.95 (disk version supports 

direct disk to memory assembly). Send your cartridge with £10.00 to convert to disk 

version. 

DREAMPRT: A utility for use with Dream/Alldream to give 64 characters per print line 

for letter writing. etc. Tape £4.50. 

A Programmer's Guide to Dragon DOS - a detailed information booklet with 

programmed examples in Basic and machine code £2.50. 

Please add 40p P&P (£1 export). 


AMATEUR RADIO SOFTWARE BY G4BMK 
ATTY + ASCII Transceive : Will receive without a terminal unit. Split screen. type ahead. 

etc. Tape £12 Cartridge £22. 

CW Transceive. Automatic speed tracking. 5-200 WPM . Tape £10.75. 

Return ATTY or RTTYICW Cart. with £29 to add AMTOR software. 

Morse tutor tape £6.50 

All supplied with full manuals. Pl ease add 40p P&P (£1 export ). 


2 BEACON CLOSE, SEAFORD, EAST SUSSEX BN25 2JZ 
Tel: (0323) 893378 

CROUCHER COMPUTER SOFTWARE 
HAG Screen Dump - Dumps tram all graphics modes, choice of Dump size and 
inverse option. Versions available for Seikosha and Epson compatible printers. Other 
versions available please send for details. £5 .00. Please state make of printer. 

NOW AVAILABLE 
HAG Colour Screen Dump - Produces full colou r dumps from The Dragon to an 
Epson JX80 colour printer. A ll the options included as above and a choice of colours to 
be printed. £10.00. 

CAD_34 - Design screens with ease with this Computer Aided Design program. All 
functions are controlled from the keyboard without the need of a menu, giving the whole 
screen area for use. Choice of modes 3 or 4 with following facilities: Lines, Boxes, 
Circles, Arcs, Fill Area, Block move. Paint Areas (choice of four brush sizes with seven 
colours in mode 3 and shading in mode 4). Four text sizes and more. Designs can be 
saved and loaded on to tape or disk for future use or for other programs £4.95. 

CANOE - How far can you paddle up river? First tackle the gates, succeed in the time 
and move on to rough water against the watch to challenge your paddle power £2.95. 

CROUCHER COMPUTER SOFTWARE 
14 Hiltingbury Road, Prospect Farm, Havant, Hanis P09 SSE 

New!! - Hardware for robotics, artificial intelligence, 
speech recognition, microprocessor control, etc. 

ANALOG CONTROL INTERFACE 
An Analog and Digital Control Board for Process Control 
and Data Acquisition for hobbyists, schools, colleges and 
industry. 8-bit A-to-D and D-to-A converters, bipolar 
buffered amplifiers, nine lines of TTL 1/0, led status 
indicators, relay control. 

SPECIAL PRICE £27 .00 (+9ap p&pl 
Detailed Manual with full instructions and numerous 
application notes , along w_ith Basic programs and 
machine code routines for use. Kit available mail order 
only from : 
ELECTROANAL YTICAL TECHNOLOGY 

COMPUTER DIVISION 
8 Access Road, West Derby, Liverpool L12 4YN 

KEYSWITCH COMPUTERS LTD 

proudly present: 
 $ 
"BRITANNIA" - £5.99. A Strategic Battle game for 
the DRAGON 32/64. 

"A COLOUR SCREEN DUMP" for the MCP40 
Plotter Printer - £3.50 

Cheques/PO's made payable to : 

KEYSWITCH COMPUTERS LIMITED, PO Box 5, 

Lytham St Annes, Lancashire FYB 4SH 

Please allow 28 days for delivery 


S.P. ELECTRONICS 

Quickshot II Joystick ............................ .... ... .............. .... ... .. . £14.95 

Strike Control Joystick ..................... .. .... ................. .............. £9.95 

Dragon/Atari Joystick Adaptor ............... ........ .. ..................... £9.50 

Trojan Lightpen ....... ..... ........... .. .... ... .. ... ....... ... .... .. .... ..... ... . £17.95 

Touchmaster Touchpad ..... ........... ...... ...... .. ... ..... .. .... ... .... £149.00 

CP 80 Dot Matrix Printer ............... .. ... ....... .. .... ... ... ............ £199.00 

CPA 80 Dot Matrix Printer ............... ...... .. .. ....... ....... .......... £228.00 

Parallel Printer Cable ............. ...... ....... .. ... ..... ...... ... ... ... .... ...£12.90 

Cannon 160 CPS NLQ Printer ............ ...... .................... .... £350.00 

Green Screen Monitors ...... .. .............................. ........ ........ £85.00 


Large range of software available. SAE for free list. 

Large range of spares available 


Also complete repair service 

S.P. ELECTRONICS, 


~ 48 Li(Nbci'tt~no:~~~~~~najh Notts l:m§~Jt'·i·~~J
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In 1975 the adult literacy 
campaign was launched to 
help the 2,000,000 adults 

who had difficulty with 
reading and writing. 

By 1985 350,000 adults had 
received help with literacy. 

For further .nformalion 

Adult Literacy & Basic Skills Unit 
Fmhelp••'h 11.,d,~oodw..1,,g "B'Ol-405 4017 PO Box 213 London WClV 7ET 
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If you've got a technical questi~n write to Brian Cadge. Dragon Answers 
Please do not send a SAE as Brian cannot guarantee to 

answer individual inquiries. 

Stylograph 
I USE a Dragon 64 OS9 system 
with double disk drive and a 
Tandy Daisy Wheel llB printer 
with external Discom 16K printer 
buffer. 

Everything works together very 
efficiently except that I'm unable 
to access the pound sign on the 
Tandy printwheel when using the 
Stylograph word-processing 
program . The printwheel is a 
Ricoh compatible 124 character 
affair with a hash accessed by 
Hex 3 and the pound sign acces
sed by Hex A3 . 

I can send Hex A3 to the 
printer, making it print a pound 
sign , via the OS9 operating sys
tem using the " display" com
mand . But Stylograph seems to 
suppress code A3 when I try to 
send it using a printer control 
character defined by the ",pc" 
command. I get a hash instead of 
a pound sign! I've also tried to 
persuade Stylograph to recognise 
Hex A3 by using Styfix, but again 
to no avail. 

David Taylor 
61 Addison Road 

Wanstead 
London E11 2RG 

THE PROBLEM with Stylograph 
seems to be that it will only 
allow 7 bits for characters, the 
eighth bit being used to signal 
stylo control codes perhaps. The 
published method of redefining 
the printer character codes, by 
editing the STYPS file, will not 
work for codes over 127 decim
al. 

Unfortunately, I have not been 
able to find a way of overcoming 
this problem from within Stylo
graph. Perhaps one of our read
ers knows of a solution? 

OS Error 
I AM using my Dragon 32 to 
produce story outlines, mini com
prehensions and the like for my 
remedial pupils. I cannot get 
more than 255 characters in to 
the machine before· I get an " OS 
ERROR " message , even though I 
am using different strings . (I 
know I can only get 255 in one 
string ; but why only 255 
altogether?) The handbook is no 
help . It says use " CLEAR" but I 
lose all, of course . 

Brian Jefferson 
Branksome School 

Eggleston View 
Darlington DL3 9SH 

YOU ARE correct in thinking that 
any one string can only store up 
to 255 characters. However, the 
overall number of characters 
allowed for all strings has to be 
set by the user - this is known 
as "String Space". 

On power up the Oragon gives 
you 200 bytes or characters of 
string space, so even if you use 
different strings, the total num
ber of characters that can be 
stored before an OS ERROR 
occurs is only 200. 

The CLEAR command is used 
to change this. For example, to 
give you 5000 characters of 
string space you need to add line 
5 CLEAR 5000 . 

Sound 
signals 
l 'VE HAD lots of problems with 
the sound in my Dragon 32. In 
fact I know that the computer 
works perfectly, so it seems that 
the fault is on the TV , which is a 
Hitachi make and produced in 
Greece . But I've also tried the 
Dragon on a German TV , SABA 
make but I've had the same 
problems . I wonder if you could 
advise me on that , because I do 
get a perfect display. 

Sotos Mandalas 
13 Argolidos Street 

Ampelokipt 
GR-115 23 Athens 

Greece 

THE FIRST thing to check is 
whether you have a sound signal 
at pin 1 of the monitor socket. If 
not, then the problem lies some
where in the sound generation 
circuit, which could be any one 
of a number of components . If 
you get sound at the monitor 
socket, but not through the TV, 
then it is probably the Modulator 
which needs replacing. 

Audio On 
I HAVE come across two prob
lems while doing machine code . 

How is it possible to access 
Audio On and Audio Off from 
machine code? 

Is there a machine code routine 
somewhere to access a header
less program? If so where and 
how could it be used from assem
bly code? 

Paul Burgin 
18 Moorcroft Road 

Fulwood 
Sheffield S10 4GS 

THE AUDIO ON and OFF com

mands can be accessed by the 

following routines in machine 

code; 

AUDIO ON 47852 (Dragon) & 

43421 (Tandy) {'B' =0} 

AUDIO OFF 47811 (Dragon) & 

43380 (Tandy) 


To load a Basic program 
whose header has been cor
rupted, position the tape im
mediately after the header, and 
type; 
MOTOR ON: EXEC &HB714 

The program will then load, 
and can be re-saved correctly. 

Division? 
I HAVE been trying to learn 
machine code but despite reading 
three books on the subject , I have 
been unable to find out how to 
perform division (except by two) 
or how to handle fractions (such 

-as might occur during division). 
Can you explain how to do this 

or point me in the direction of 
some more information literature. 

D Bateman 
14 Hawthorn Way 

Royston 

I SUGGEST you get a copy of 
6809 Machine Code Program
ming by David Barrow, pub
lished by Granada. This book 

refers to the Dragon , and has a 
section on multiplication and 

1
division, explaining clearly the 
principles involved. Two prog
rams are listed, one for 8 bit and 
one for 16 bit division. 

Circles 
AT THE moment I am trying to 
write a program to draw a pie 
chart . However, I am having 
difficulty in drawi ng the lines from 
the centre to the appropriate posi
tion on the circle. Please could 
you explain how to do this. 

Tony Chapman 
Grantham 

Lines 
THE FOLLOWING Basic program 
can be used to produce pie 
charts. It can be expanded to 
produce different colours and 
such. The value of ST and EN 
should be the Start and End 
positions of the segment to be 
drawn, as used by the Basic 
CIRCLE command. 
50 DEF FNX(X) =128+ 50 *SIN 
((X+0.25) *6.24) 
60 DE F F N Y ( X) = 9 6 - 50 
*COS((X+0 .25)*6.24) 
200 ST=O:EN=0.3 
210 C I R C L E ( 1 2 8 , 9 6 ) , 50 
,,1,ST,EN 
220 LINE (128,96)-(FNX(ST), 
FNY(ST)),PSET 
230 LINE (128,96)-(FNX(EN), 
FNY(EN)),PSET 
1000 GOTO 1000 

Fast mode 
COULD YOU tell me how to load a 
program from cassette which was 
saved accidentally in a faste r 
speed (actually Poke 65495 ,0). 
The program was extremely long 
and took many hours to type in. 

Neil Woodhead 
Todmorden 

PROGRAMS which have been 
saved whilst in the fast mode 
cannot be loaded back whilst in 
this mode. The Dragon must be 
put in to the highest speed mode 
available , which also has the 
effect of losing the screen dis
play. 

Use the following commands 
to load your program back in; 
AUDIO ON:POKE 65497,0:CLOAD 

The Audio On is so that you 
can hear the program loading, 
as you will not be able to see 
anything on the screen. Once 
loaded press the RESET button 
and try listing the program. If it 
has loaded correctly then save it 
at the normal speed. 
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DUST COVERS 


* DRAGON 32 & 64 * 

made-to-measure in quality natural vinyl 

with cut-outs for terminals and leads. 

Just send £2.95 (no stamp required) to: 


ALLEN ENTERPRISES 

Freepost, Luton LU2 BBR 


Trade enquiries welcome 

PEGASOFT presents Stock Market. 
This game of strategy and quick wit~ 
requires you, the speculators, to buy/ 
sell shares in various-sized com
panies. Full reports on each of the 
company's progress is given. A unique 
simulation of the real thing . For 1-S 
players. Send cheques/postal orders 
for £3.9S to Pegasoft, 226 Darnall 
Road, Sheffield S9 SAN. Send SAE if 
only more details are required on this 
and more programs. Immediate de
spatch guaranteed. 

BARGAIN SALE 

DRAGON 32/64 UTILITIES 


SOFTWARE IN 


CARTRIDGE FORM 


Mace-Co res Ed/Asm ........ ........ £14 .95 
D-Bug- Tracer/monitor/disasm .. . £14.95 
Mace/D-Bug . . .... ....... ...... . £25.95 
Eprom programmer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £79.95 
Programmer with mace ............... £89.95 
Cartridge cases . £1.95 
Bare PCB's . £2 .30 

PCB's will accept 2 x 2716 , 2 x 2732 or 2 x 
2764 Eproms. 

Prices are inclusive of post and VAT 

Contact: 

Windrush Micro Systems 
Worsteed Labs 


North Welshem, Norfolk 

Telephone 0692 404086 


NEW SOFTWARE LIBRARY. Top ti
tles, cheapest prices. Free mem
bership, plus software exchange, sae 
for details and current list. MRV, 120 
Auriel Avenue, Dagenham, Essex. 

PEGASOFT presents expand your 
Dragon 32/64 with these utilities: 
screen expander ( 128 character width 
display), 24 new commands envelope, 
move, copy, etc. All machine code, 
screen dump programs (CGP11 S/ 
MCP40, Sekoshi , Epson), 3D bar
graphs, disable commands, reset, etc 
.. . auto-run tape-disk, tape copier and 
much, much more. Total programs/ 
routines/new commands = S1 , with 
detailed instruction manual. All for only 
£4.99. Send cheques/postal orders to 
Pegasoft, 226 Darnall Road, Sheffield 
S9 SAN. Immediate dispatch guaran 
teed. Good quality programs wanted. 

DRAGON OWNERS 
Microdeal 'Crazy-Pack'. 1 O cassettes includ
ing Planet Invasion, Cuthbert Goes Walk
about, Frogger. Katerpilla Attack, Space War 
and Talking Android Attack. The 'Crazy-Pack' 
is available from us for only £7 .50 , fully 
inclusive. Hurry - stocks are selling fast. 
(Delivery 7-12 days.) Write to: 

ORON SOFTWARE 
64 Prince Street, Rochdale 

Lanes OL16 5U 
Full Dragon sottware price list is availableon 

request. 

DRAGON 32, as new, plus cassette 
recorder and 37 games, £140. Tel : 
441-3069. 

32K DRAGON BAUDS. Complete 
and some with parts missing. Pow
er supplies. PCBs untested. Ap
proximately SOO mixed. Offers in
vited 

ELECTRONIC MARKETING 
061-766 7120 

DRAGON 32 in box, cassette player, 2 
joysticks, £2SO plus original software 
(approx 20 Microdeal tapes alone!!), 
£100 ono. 021-4S8 4377 or 0827 
S1644. 

LISTINGS printed on high quality 
Daisywheel printer. Send cassette and 
£1.SO per program to C. R. Starkey, S1 
Bloomfield Grange , Penwortham , 
Preston PR1 9LJ. 

DRAGON SOFTWARE LIBRARY. 
Life membership only £6. Two weeks 
hire £1.2S. Stamp for details to DSL, 30 
Waterside View, Leysdown, Sheer
ness, Kent ME1 2 4N. 

JOYSTICKS 
For .Dragon/Tandy, top quality Joysticks 
easier to handle and faster than others 
costing twice as much, £5.95 each, 
£10.95 the pair inc. Cheques and POs to: 
Perltron, Dept. DU, 21 Woodhouse 
Road, London N12 9EN. 

45 UNUSED MICRODEAL GAMES 4 
utilities including Machine Lane, Tut., 
Composer and Rainbow Writer. Value 
£270 - sell for £ 12S ono or sae for list. 
C. Wheeler, 10 Longleat Close, Flit
wick, Beds. 

CGP 115 PRINTER/PLOTIER, full 
working order with Centronics lead, 
pens, paper included . £80. Phone 
0206 41401 , ask for Richard . 

SOFTWARE COLLECTION 300 + ori
ginal titles , 99p-£2.99, sae for huge list. 
Mike, 120 Auriel Avenue, Dagenham, 
Essex. 

The circulation of this 
magazine is certified 

independently to 
professional standards 

administered by the Audit 
Bureau of Circulations 
June-December 1984 

30,004 

fl ABC lj 

The Hallmark ofAudited Circulation 

BARGAIN. Dragon 32 plus disk drive, 
Quickshot joysticks, software, boxed, 
£180. 01-304 7387. 

DRAGON 32 eight months old, 32 
software titles, joysticks, cassette re
corder, £1SO ono. Tel : 01-561 7626. 

MARIDAN. You only get out what you 
put in. 

DRAGON 64 COMPUTER, double disk 
drive, green monitor, Seikosha 2SO 
printer, Flex-Dos, RMS, Dynacalc, 
OS9-DOS, Stylograph, £600 for the lot, 
phone 01 -863 0366 ext 2262 office 
time. 

"ELECTRONIC AUTHOR" is THE 
machine code advanced word proces
sor. Realise the tru power of your 
Dragon using this superb program! 
Features include : automatic page 
numbering , centring , paragraphing ; 
S1 /64 x 24 true upper/lower case 
screen display with full screen editing ; 
define your page size, all print types 
catered for, and it's all VERY easy to 
use. JUSTIFIED TEXT, making your 
letters, documents etc, beautifully neat. 
Full block copy, delete included. Re
peat key, excellent phrase search, 
change of delete facility. Fast typing no 
missing out characters. Loading/saving 
rewritten to abolish 1/0 errors and 
allowing filenames of up to 20 charac
ters . Comes with full documentation 
and configure program to allow it to run 
with ANY printer. Cost is £14.9S, pay 
able to Smithson Computing, 24 Coal 
Hill Green, Leeds 13. Tel : (OS32) 
SS1631 for more details. 

ASTROLOGY 

for beginners 

Special Starter Pack 

for only £11.50 


Consists of a simple program to calcu

late a horoscope, an introductory 

booklet and two self-teaching prog 

rams (how to interpret the horoscope) 

No previous knowledge required 

For the DragonfTandy Color and many 

other home micros. Also wide range of 


programs for more experienced 

astrologers 


Cash with order (add 50p outside 

UK) or large sae for free 


catalogue to: 

ASTROCALC (Dept DU) 


67 Peascroft Road 

Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP3 


8ER. Tel : 0442 51809 


Dragon 32/64 

Business/Utility Software 


DISK UTILITIES (Version 3) - 12 individual 
utility programs including Sector Editor, 
Directory Printer, Menu Creator, Disk View, · 
File recovery, Print utility, Copy entire disk to 
cassette, four Back-up programs etc. 
£10.00 disk 
DISK DIARY (NEW) - Create diary (1985
9999!) , add, update, delete, view, browse, 
print (day/month/year) , search, access DOS 
commands , etc. Simple to use - £10.00 
(Disk) 
DRAGWORD - Word processor, menu 
driven, 50/64 column displays , true lower
case, print, multiple copies, save, load, 
merge, delete, catalogue, format. simple 
editing (overtyping) - £10.00 (disk) or 
£8.00 (cassette) 
DRAGBASE - Disk, address storer, menu 
driven, up to 600 addresses per disk, add, 
delete, search, view, format , catalogue , 
optional printer output etc - £10.00 disk 
DATA REPRESENTATION - Pie Chart and 
3-D Bar graph programs. 100 per cent hi-res, 
50 column x 24 row display (with lower
case), titles, save charts for later use, etc
£10.00 (disk) or £8.00 (cassette) 
MCP-40/TANDY CGP-115 SCREEN DUMPS 
- any PMODE, colourtB&W picture, 2 sizes, 
bi-directional - £4.50 (cassette) 
SPECIAL OFFER - Disk Utilities, Disk Diary, 
Dragword , Dragbase and data representation 
available on one disk for £30.00 
All disks are for Dragon Data DOS. 
Please write for list. 
Dragon Update (issue 9) review on four of 
above disk programs- "A lot of thought and 
effort has obviously been put into the content 
of these programs. Each one is supplied with 
full , clear documentation." 
Send cheques!PDs to Ian Elktngton, 11 
Wharfedale Gardens, Balldon, Shipley, 
West Yort<s BD17 6TN. 

PEGASOFT PRESENTS Industrial 
Empire. This game of skill and strategy 
for 1/S players involves trading in oil/ 
goods/industries. Can you be the first 
to establish your country's economy 
and beat the rest. An ideal family game 
was £9.9S now £3.9S send cheques/ 
PO payable to Pegasoft, 226 Darnall 
Road, Sheffield S9 SAN, immediate 
dispatch guaranteed. 

DREWCASTER DRAGON pools fore
casting system , score-draws and 
homes, British leagues, £6.SO. Acepak 
Software, 3 Brooks Road, Formby, 
Merseyside L37 2JL. 
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"ELECTRONIC AUTHOR" is THE 
machine code advanced word proces 
sor. Features include: Automatic page 
numbering, centering, paragraphing ; 
51 /64 X24 true upper/lower case 
screen display with full screen editing ; 
either WYSIWYG or let the computer 
arrange text, and it's all VERY easy to 
use. JUSTIFIED TEXT, making your 
letters, documents, etc beautifully neat. 
Full block copy, delete included. Re
peat key, excellent phrase search, 
change or delete facility. Fast typing, 
no missing out characters. Loading/ 
saving rewritten to abolish 110 errors 
and allowing filenames of up to 20 
characters. Comes with full docu
mentation and configure program to 
allow it to run with ANY printer. Cost is 
£14.95, payable to Smithson Comput
ing, 24 Coal Hill Green, Leeds 13. Also 
we now supply most other software at 
15 per .cent off ARP and printers at 
15-20 per cent off ARP. Tel: (0532) 
551631 for more details. 

TOP TEAM FOR DRAGON 32164 fea
tures include full match commentary, 
choice of team and tactics , group 
tables, extra time penalties, and signa
ture tune . This is just the start! Highly 
addictive, you have been warned! 
£2.99. Also available for BBC 'B' and 
QL Universal software, 'Tanglewood', 
West Walberton Lane, Nr. Arundel , 
West Sussex. (024368-3722) 

DRAGON 64, joysticks, 14 games, 
books, excellent condition , £130. 
(0443) 433095 evenings. 

DRAGON DISK DRIVE and controller 
and 10· disks, £150 ono. Telephone 
(0695) 26919. 

PEGASOFT SOFTWARE exchange if 
you have wanted to buy Dragon soft
ware but have been unable to offord it 
then read on. You can now exchange 
your old games etc for other games/ 
software on the market. Send sae for 
full details to Pegasoft , 226 Darnall 
Road , Sheffield S9 5AN . 

HOME ACCOUNTS for Dragon and 
Hi-Res. Keep and update current 
account and credit card records on 
tape; analyse costs month by month for 
20 user defined categories for up to 12 
months, plan and make comparisons 
of various kinds with quick reference 
coded bar charts. £6 for 2 tapes, sae 
for details to , Pensoft, PO Box 1, 
Penicuik, Midlothian EH26 DAG. HI· 
RES or EDIT+ Cartridge by Com
pusense. 

DRAGON 32 HITEXT. Place text on 

the hi-res screen with this machine 

language utility, features full upper/ 

lower case, reverse field , double height 

characters , 448 definable characters , 

51 x 24, 32 x 24 displays, 16 CLS 

colours , 6 display modes, £4.95; Super 

Basic (all Dragons) . A ma chine 

lauguage utility adding 58 commands 

to Basic, features 43 channel sound, 

alarm clock, function keys, procedures, 

error trapping, 33 colours, autorun on 

loading and lots more ! £4.95. A. 

Thompson, 7 Brindley Way, Southall , 

Middlesex UB1 3JN . Tel: (01 ) 571 

3610. 


FOR SALE DRAGON 64 with disk 
drive and 0519 system manuals, soft
ware spare disks, £350 ono . Tele· 
phone 064 414124 after 6pm. 

DISK DOCTOR 100% machine code. 

utility for Dragons, simple editing of any 

Byte in Hex, Decimal, Binary or ASCII 

on disk, only £9.50 from, Mike, 24 

Margaret Close, Banbury, Oxon OX16 

OQD. 


SEVEN GAMES on one cassette, £3. 
K. Hunt, 11 Demarnham Close, West 
Bromwich, West Mids B70 6RJ . 
SOFTWARE BARGAINS for ,Dragon, 
many hit games from £1.50. All origin
als. Tel : 0628 26867. 
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Here's my classified ad. 

(Please write your copy in capital letters on the lines below.) 

£0.20 £0.40 £0.60 £0.80 

£1.00 £1.20 £1.40 £1 .60 

£1 .80 £2 .00 £2.20 £2.40 

£2.60 £2.80 £3.00 £3.20 

£3.40 £3 .60 £3.80 £4.00 

£4.20 £4.40 Please co_ntinue on a separate sheet of paper 

I make this................................... words, at 20p per word so I enclose .................................. . 


Name.............................................................. 


Address ......................................................... 


Telephone...................................................... 


Please cut out and send this form to: Classified Department, Dragon User, 12-13 Little Newport Street, London 

WC2H ?PP 
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•t• c Answers to Competition Corner, COmpetI Ion orner DragonUser,12-13LittleNewport 
Street, London WC2H 7PP. 

LAST MONTH on this page we looked at a 
problem in computing which , at present, 
remains unanswered - at least it is one 
for which no satisfactory mathematical 
proof has so far been found . Take any 
number; if it is even divide by two ; if it is 
odd then multiply by three and add one. 
This simple exercise is repeated until the 

. number finally decreases to one. As was 
mentioned, all numbers so far tested have 
eventually decreased to this number, 
although no rigid mathematical proof has , 
as yet, been found to support this . 

Indeed, a quite simple logical 'proof' 
seems to suggest that the reverse will 
occur and the number will tend to increase 
without limit. The proof is simply that at any 
stage in the· process a number has an 
equal chance of being even or odd. If it is 
even it is halved, but if It is odd it is 

Prize 
FIFTEEN entrants can win copies 
of both Chuckie Egg and 

· Screaming Abdabs from A'nF 
two excellent arcade games for 
your Dragon! 

Rules 
TO WIN copies of Chuckie Egg 
and Screaming Abdabs you 
must first show the answer to the 
competition, and secondly show 
how to solve it with the use of a 
Basic program written on your 
Dragon. 

Please do not send in a casset
te containing your answer. 

Make sure your name and 
address are clearly printed on 
your entry and mark the en-

Gordon Lee with another 
mathematical conundrum - 15, 

copies of Chuckie Egg and 
Screaming Abdabs from A'n 'F 

software to be won. 

increased by a facrtor of slightly more than 
three. Thus the average result over a 
number of steps will be in the order of 3N/2 
- in other words, the number will gradual
ly increase without limit - a fact which we 
know by experiment to be wrong! 

The fallacy in the argument is fairly easy 
to spot. When an odd number increases by 
a. factor of 3N + 1, it must become an even 
number, and so will immediately be halved 
at the next step. So an odd number has a 
net gain of only 1.5N (plus a tiny bit more) , 
and if this is now averaged with the factor 
of 0.5 in the case of even numbers, the 
overall result will be a decrease of about 
0.75 per step - a figure which approxi
mates roughly to that obtained by actual 
experiment. 

The third possibility that was mentioned 
last month concerned the endless loop 
that would occur if a number was reached 
that had already occured during the cal 
culation . This is a distinct possrbility, and 
again, there is no definite proof either one 
way or the other. As has been stated, 
actual experiment argues against such a 

set of numbers, but, who knows? Some
where in the vast infinite expanse of 
integers there may be such a set of 
numbers that will form an endless loop. So 
far, though, they have eluded detection. 
Maybe some keen 'Dragon User' will find 
one! 

It may be thought that one way to 
understand the problem is to study it in 
reverse. That is , begin with 1 and trace 
each subsequent number backwards. Un
fortunately, this brings with it certain prob
lems. Every so often the track divides into 
two branches . For example, 11 can only 
lead on to 22, but 22 can branch to either 
44 or to 7. Algebraically , any number of the 
form 6Z+4, where Z is any positive whole 
number, will divide in this way. It is not 
difficult to realise that these ramifications 
will soon become very diverse. The 
accompanying diagram shows the start of 
such a tree, containing just a few selected 
values. If the theory that all integers finally 
reduce to 1 is true, then this diagram will 
have to extend outward to infinity. Also, 
every conceivable positive integer that 
exists will be found once, and once only, in 
its own unique position on such a tree. 

For the competition this month, consider 
the 251 digit number 10250 + 1. That is, 1 
followed by 249 zeros, followed by 1. If you 
were to start with this number, can you 
determine how many steps would be 
needed in order to reduce it down to 1? 

velope September competition. 
As a tiebreaker, complete the 

following sentence in 10 words 
or less: "I want to go to work on 
a Chuckie Egg because ..." 

Entries must reach Dragon 
User by the last working day in 
September. The winners will be 
announced in the December 
issue. The editor's decision is 
final, and no correspondence 
will be entered into. 

June Winners 
GRAHAM BEEN of Bedford has 
won himself copies of all the 
Scott Adams' Classic Adven
tures on the Dragon, plus The 
Hulk and Spiderman. 

Fifteen other Dragon User 
readers have won themselves 

copies of Scott's The Sorcerer of 
Claymorgue Castle. 

They are A A S Randall of 
Lowestoft, R J Telkman of Sale, 
Chen Zhiwei of the Beijing Insti
tute of Aeronautics and Astro
nautics, China, John O'Leary of 
Macroom, Eire, Simon Cayuela 
of Blois, France, Mrs D Thomp
son of Elswick, M Armistead of. 
Basingstoke, Boris Leblanc of 
Devil la Barre, France, Gary Cod
ding of Chelmsford, Gregory 
Gallagher of Sholing, Phillip Mur
phy of Leadgate, Graham Rae of 
Falkirk, Ross Hamilton of Chand
lers Ford, John Rust of Mold, and 
Henry Gibbons of Barking. 

They will be receiving their 
prizes in due course (although it 
may take a bit longer to get to 
China!) 
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